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Making mistakes is human. The way we deal
with and acknowledge mistakes is influ-

enced by our cultural background. For some
people just the shear idea of facing a mistake is
met by losing dignity or denial while other peo-
ple strive to understand the underlying mech-
anisms of a mistake. We define mistakes in
different ways, we react differently to mistakes,
we deal differently with mistakes. But if we can
collectively learn from the mistakes we or oth-
ers make, we can sometimes prevent future
missteps, misunderstandings, miscommunica-
tions, mis-attunements, or misconceptions.
Making mistakes is human. The way we deal

with and acknowledge mistakes is influenced
by our cultural background. For some people
just the sheer idea of facing a mistake is met
with loss of dignity or denial, while other peo-
ple strive to understand the underlying mech-
anisms of a mistake. We define mistakes in
different ways, we react differently to mistakes,
and we deal differently with mistakes. But if we
can collectively learn from the mistakes we or
othersmake, we can sometimes prevent future
missteps, misunderstandings, miscommunica-
tions, misattunements, or misconceptions.
In 2022 we completed our book “Breaking

Strings: Exploration of Mistakes in Music Ther-
apy”. The book was the culmination of a 6-year
period in which we continuously primed, de-
bated, discussed, and investigated mistakes as
they occur in music therapy. Along the way,
we met hesitant people who debated whether
the profession was ready for sharing its mis-
takes; we met people who perceived the shar-
ing of mistakes solely as a supervisor’s exper-
tise; and we met people who denied that mis-
takes could be made in music therapy. But the
largest group we met were music therapists
who were relieved, happy, eager, and thankful
to read about, learn, and understand different
mistakes that could occur during music ther-

apy. The reviews of this book were positive,
underlining the importance of continuing to
share mistakes to develop professional stan-
dards of music therapy (e.g., Nye, 2023; Ubbels,
2023; Wheeler, 2023).
In our conclusion chapter, which we called

“Final Chord” we speculated on what the next
“chord” should be, on how to continue to sup-
port the music therapy community to address
mistakes that occurred during their practice.
After the book was released, we received reac-
tions of recognition, shared experiences and
better understanding and frameworks of how
to deal with mistakes of many colleagues. The
notion that music can not only help, but un-
der certain circumstances, also harm, urged us
to continue the movement started by the re-
lease of the book. New examples of mistakes
we did not address were shared with us, as
well as reactions of music therapists who did
not agree with the content of our book at all.
Not only music therapists were interested; pro-
fessionals from adjacent fields such as music
educators and musicians also reached out to
us, sharing their visions on mistakes that they
encountered in their professional lives.
One extraordinary reaction came from Ste-

fan Gaillard, then Editor-in-Chief of the Journal
of Trial and Error (JOTE). Our book drew his
attention and the novelty of the topic met with
what was so dear to his heart, sharing infor-
mation about, and experience of, trial and er-
ror. The journal he edits has been focusing on
error, failure, mistakes, and similar phenom-
ena, as they occur in the different realms of
science. In JOTE, mistakes are referred to with
respect and the curiosity and wonder that we
so much connected with in our book. Since we
suggested that it would be fruitful in the future
to “(s)hare the findings from the research and
practical initiatives with other related profes-
sions” (Gilboa & Hakvoort, 2022, p. 368), he
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suggested we pitch a proposal for a special is-
sue on “mistakes in music (therapy)”. Since we
understood that there were still topics we had
not covered in the book, and that we could
now address not only music therapists, but
also professionals from adjacent professions,
we were happy to take up the challenge and to
open a call for a special issue about mistakes
in music and music therapy. We titled the spe-
cial issue “Untangling strings – Further explo-
rations of mistakes in music therapy” so that it
resonates with the “breaking strings” metaphor
that we presented in our book. We felt that the
book was just a beginning, and that we should
continue the momentum that it and previous
seminars and workshops started. More atten-
tion and awareness regarding mistakes would
enable music-users to untangle those strings
the book pointed at as being broken.
We invited music therapists, but also prac-

titioners from other music related profes-
sions to contribute to the special issue. We
looked for diverse angles and perspectives
on mistakes in music (therapy), different con-
tents, and different forms of (academic) writ-
ing. “Breaking strings” includes different types
of chapters: reflective, theoretical, and case
chapters, clinical vignettes linked to theoreti-
cal chapters, and chapters covering mistake
related topics from different angles. These dif-
ferent types and topics formed the point of
departure for the journal. We invited authors
to expand on the subjects of “Breaking strings”
or write on topics that the book did not yet
cover that they perceived as essential. We in-
vited them to choose from a variety of article
types (e.g., Case studies, clinical vignettes, em-
pirical research, theoretical articles, or opinion
pieces). We were happy to receive a consid-
erable number of submissions to this special
issue, mostly from music therapists but also
from adjacent professions. Submissions fell
into two main formats: “opinion pieces” (Wiess
and de Ruijter) and “case studies” (Jurkiewicz
and Fiers) including the shorter form of “clinical
vignettes” (Dassa, Subiantoro and Hadar).
The first section of this special issue covers

two opinion articles from two different disci-
plines, music therapy and conservatory level
classical music education. In music therapy,
mistakes can be found not only in the content
of the session we offer, but also in our choices
on how to structure those sessions. In her

opinion article “To structure or not to structure,
that is the question: Mistakesmade inmusic ther-
apy in light of the dilemma of whether or not ther-
apy sessions should be structured” Chava Wiess
provides four different examples of what could
happen when the music in a session is struc-
tured when it should have been unstructured,
and vice versa. She shows how her encounters
with such mistakes and her observations upon
them developed her awareness and eventually
supported her and her supervisees’ theoret-
ical and practical skills and knowledge. The
reflection on the under- or overstructured mu-
sic therapeutic interventions made her focus
in more detail on the needs of clients and how
that should be the main factor influencing the
choice of interventions. In a second opinion
article Sophie de Ruijter, a Western-classical
trained flutist, focuses on the educational per-
spective of classical music. In “Finding harmony:
Embracing the ‘Wrong’ in classical music interpre-
tation. About finding balance between tradition
and creativity in classical music performance”
she describes how (classical) music education
might limit musical interpretation and expres-
sion. She dives into the interpretation of what
is “right” and what is “wrong” in musical per-
formances and how music education at con-
servatory of music level might restrain young
musicians from meeting their own creativity
and expression. She suggests new educational
concepts to open the classical music dogma
to a new era.
The second section of this issue covers case

studies and clinical vignettes featuring short ex-
amples of clinical work that went astray in one
respect or another. In her case study article
“Towards a perfect tune - navigating the notions
of failure, mistake and competence in Nordoff
and Robbins music therapy with marginalised
mothers” Afra Jurkiewicz discusses how under-
standing musical values or norms like right and
wrong has a direct impact on the music thera-
pists when working with mothers whose chil-
dren have been taken away. The notion that
these clients might have, of failing their most
basic responsibility as mothers, can have a di-
rect effect on their values as human beings
and can impact both the music therapist and
the treatment they are offered. How can a mu-
sic therapist ensure that failing again in life is
minimized, while still meeting the challenges
of making music? A music therapist might feel
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trapped from the beginning in the emotional
rollercoaster of ‘perfect’ musical songs and in-
ability to play them. Finding a way out has
been a challenge that Jurkiewicz shares and
discusses. The bitter notion that this project
was discontinued further adds another layer of
mistakes in this article: mistakes made by soci-
ety. Nele Fiers provides a second case study
of a mistake made due to countertransference
and how it was played out in themusic of group
music therapy. In “’Not again’: when the thera-
pist resists” she takes the reader along into her
musical journey with a group of clients who re-
acted to a group member who was living with
obsessive compulsive disorder. The endless
musical improvisations triggered severe reac-
tions in the music therapist, who felt unable to
contain all the needs of the clients, secluding
herself from the music. Realizing her mistake
enabled her to take new steps and support her
client(s) on a different level.
The three shorter case studies are pre-

sented as clinical vignettes. Ayelet Dassa, in
her clinical vignette, directs her attention to the
termination of music therapy with one of her
resistive clients, a termination that she even-
tually perceived as a mistake. In her article
“The music must play on – The music therapy ses-
sions that should not have stopped” she raises
the important consideration of how the ther-
apist might not be aware of the impact that
music therapy might have on what seems like
a resistive client. In her article, she asks ques-
tions such as, what happens if we make pre-
sumptions about our client’s (limited) progress
or their musical choices? How could we as-
sess that in more depth and realize how im-
portant the musical bridge might be that we
perceive as uneventful? In another clinical vi-
gnette Monica Subiantoro confronts us as mu-
sicians with the fact that our clients might not
be as music-focused or music-centered as we
are. Musicians’ expectations and ideas of the
importance of music might be parts of a cul-
tural inheritance that may be bestowed upon
us, without us realizing it. Her unique clientele
of highly verbal women on the autism spec-
trum confronted Monica with her own biases
and “western cultural” perspectives on the im-
portance of music. Because the participants
of an online music therapy support group did
not share this perspective, she started con-
sidering the values and norms that could be

valuable for each musician to consider. Tamar
Hadar provides us with another culturally ori-
ented clinical vignette “‘But I didn’t understand
your handwriting’! Uncovering the significance of
therapy progress notes for parents in music ther-
apy”. She describes how the notes she wrote
to her client’s father led to his unexpected re-
action, simply because he could not read and
understand them. The case makes us realize
how often as therapists or music educators
we presume we are clear, and that others will
clearly understand what we are doing musi-
cally. Yet our “notes” might be incomprehensi-
ble for others and how we communicate about
our work might be hard to understand for non-
musicians and non-music therapists. This case
stretches further thanmusic therapy alone and
can be generalized to other professions as well.
The authors provide us with considerations

we did not address in “Breaking strings”. The
articles of this special issue covered more gen-
eral mistakes, not linked to music alone. These
include mistakes in terminating therapy too
early, realizing that clients are not that involved
in music, or even that they hardly understand
the music component. Inability of clients to un-
derstand what a practitioner has been writing
down for them is a mistake that could occur in
music education, but also with a general prac-
titioner. Mistakes made in society that are re-
flected in music therapy was not a topic in the
book, yet it is addressed in this special issue.
And of course, articles about mistakes in mu-
sical phenomena were included. Considering
how rigid musical structures can be(come) and
what negative impact this might have on either
the client, musician, supervisee, music thera-
pist or student is a topic that we started to scru-
tinize only now. We hope this will expand in the
future. Mistakes due to the personal feelings
of amusic therapist towards their client(s) were
discussed in the book but got some strong ad-
ditional examples in this journal issue.
Though this issue exposed us to new direc-

tions for looking at mistakes, there are still
many more to be explored in the future. In
her review for the Journal of Music Therapy
on “breaking strings,” Wheeler (2023), for in-
stance, has emphasized that more should be
said about supervision as a tool to guide music
therapists through their mistakes. We agree
with this and would like to expand her sugges-
tion. Not only should we use supervision more
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as a tool for monitoring and dealing with mis-
takes, but we should also find ways to share
our mistakes in broader contexts so that oth-
ers can hear, empathize, and learn that such
mistakes exist behind the doors of music ther-
apy rooms. In conferences for instance, where
we are used to hearing cases that end in tri-
umph and success, we should also be exposed
to cases in which mistakes occurred, and cases
that went astray. Realistic examples of what
is feasible or not within music therapy might
only stress where the strengths of our profes-
sion are centered. In his review in the British
Journal of Music Therapy on “breaking strings,”
Nye (2023) added another topic that would be
valuable to consider in the future. He points at
“…training courses [and how they] might need
to adapt, with particular reference to our own
cultural biases within music itself” (p. 3). We
should therefore consider how we train and
what might need to change, so students can
continue to learn from mistakes others made,
due to cultural or musical biases.
We are thankful that the community of mu-

sic therapists, music educators, and musicians
interested in the topic of mistakes is expanding.
We would like to thank the reviewers who took
time to read, consider and provide feedback
to the authors from their own unique perspec-
tives on mistakes and how that can support
professions in their growth and development.
Thanks to each one of them: Tania Balil, David
Grüning, Carlijn van der Eng, Connie Isenberg-
Grzeda, Ai Nakatsuka, Helen Oosthuizen, David
Schwartz and Henrike Vonk. So let this spe-
cial issue be a further encouragement to the
music and music therapy community to share,
discuss, and publish those mistakes that can
support our colleagues to open their eyes and
understand what they might overlook in their
clinical work. We wish that each of us keeps on
being aware of theirmistakes, and that we have
growing courage to deal with them emotion-
ally and professionally and to share them with
others to the benefit of our profession. We
would like to thank all authors of this special is-
sue for their courage, and for their willingness
to provide a peek into their music (therapy)
practice in those moments where mistakes oc-
curred. We hope this will further optimize a
safe and effective music therapy practice and
music (therapy) education for all our unique
service users.
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Throughout my 32 years of work as a music therapist, I have wondered whether music therapy
sessions should be structured and, if so, how and when to structure them. I was taught to
work with clients dynamically, that is, using musical and verbal responses and interventions as
the session unfolded, without prior planning. Would structuring sessions stall the therapeutic
process? Might it cause clients to avoid expressing themselves? Or would structuring the
sessions benefit clients by reducing their anxiety, creating a holding space and increasing their
sense of calm, and thus advance the therapeutic process? In the earlier years of my work with
clients. I had to rely on my intuition and my supervisor, who tried to help me identify the best
approach of working with my clients. In the process, I made mistakes while focusing on the
dilemma of whether or not to structure therapy sessions and interventions.
In this article I will share some clinical vignettes of mistakes I made myself in my therapy practice,
as well as of mistakes made by a student I supervised in her work with a young girl as part of her
practicum, and by a music therapist I supervised in his work with elementary-school children.
As a result of grappling with this dilemma and through reflection on past errors of this kind, my
theoretical orientation has shifted and solidified. I have come to the conclusion that there is a
lot to be learnt from making mistakes, and that those mistakes have shaped my therapeutic
path.

Keywords music therapy, mistakes, structured and unstructured

Whether or not to structure sessions and
interventions is an issue that has often

preoccupied me in my years as a music thera-
pist, supervisor and student mentor in music
therapy (Wiess & Bensimon, 2020). How and
when should therapy sessions be structured?
What factors should we take into considera-
tion when entering a therapeutic journey with
a particular population? How do we attune to
clients’ emotional states, and how might this
attunement inform our therapeutic choices?
There are approaches in psychology that

promote structured therapy, especially for chil-

dren (Drost & Bailey, 2004; Whitaker, 1985),
who need a structured process. Likewise,
when therapy is short-term, such as the 12-
step program for working with addicts (Kelly
et al., 2020), a fixed structure helps to acceler-
ate and focus the process of recovery. Struc-
tured sessions are often used for working with
trauma, as the structure can help clients pro-
cess the trauma in a safe and holding envi-
ronment (Kuhfuss et al., 2021; Peterson et al.,
2019; Shapiro, 2017). Structured therapy ses-
sions are also used in war zones, where there is
great emotional distress but little time for long

Wiess (2023), To Structure or not to Structure, That is the Question: Mistakes Made in Music Therapy
in Light of the Dilemma Whether or not Therapy Sessions Should be Structured. Journal of Trial &
Error, 3 (2), 5–14. https://doi.org/10.36850/qjak-1382
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processes. In such contexts, it is also impor-
tant to reduce clients’ anxiety and help them
cope with their difficulties in a swift, focused
way (Mishchykha et.al., 2023). In group ther-
apy for individuals coping with chronic pain
and complex diseases, structured sessions
are used to offer focused help in reducing
pain (Gamsa et al., 1985; Geue et.al., 2010).
There are also types of structured psychother-
apy that are used to alleviate feelings of lone-
liness, anxiety and depression (Soloshower
et al., 2020; Tarugu et al., 2019). Structured
sessions and interventions are also used in
cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy, which of-
fer short-term help focused on the symptoms
of the problem; it is believed that structuring
may help to reduce symptoms more quickly
(Sumathipala et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2005).
There are also approaches that advocate a dy-
namic process, in which sessions are not struc-
tured and therapists work with whatever infor-
mation emerges from clients in the “here and
now” (De Maat et al., 2013; Yalom, 2017; 2018).
In this article, I will present four vignettes

frommy work as a music therapist and supervi-
sor, in whichmistakes occurred when choosing
if and how to structure sessions and interven-
tions. Some of the mistakes are ones I made
myself; others weremade bymy students or by
therapists I supervised. These errors of judge-
ment have been instrumental in shaping my
perspective on when and how to use struc-
tured therapy sessions and interventions as
part of the therapeutic process.
Gilboa (2022) notes that there are five steps

a music therapist goes through after identify-
ing an error in the therapy session: (1) identi-
fying the moment when the mistake occurred;
(2) observing the emotional response to the
mistake; (3) sharing the mistake with others;
(4) analyzing the mistake; and (5) preventing
the mistake from recurring. I will analyze the
vignettes according to these steps.

Vignette I: First Steps as a Music Thera-
pist: From Unstructured to Structured

In the first vignette, we will see that all the
stages occurred as Gilboa describes them, and
the mistake led immediately to learning.
At the beginning of my professional journey

as a music therapist 32 years ago, I worked
at a special education school for children with

intellectual disabilities. While there I worked
with an eight-year-old boy I’ll call David, who
was diagnosed with an intellectual disability
and Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD). David’s parents were divorced, and
David was experiencing emotional distress as
a result. He suffered from a speech delay. He
also had difficulty in maintaining boundaries,
for example, in his drawing on all the walls of
his home as high up far as his hands could
reach. The therapeutic goals I set for David
were to allow him to express himself through
music as a creative way of bypassing his chal-
lenges with verbal communication. The ther-
apy room had a snare drum, a cymbal, and a
keyboard. When entering the therapy room,
David immediately went to the instruments
and started playing non-stop, laughing hyster-
ically. I interpreted his laughter as pleasure
and encouraged his playing. In the ensuing
sessions, David played throughout each ses-
sion, which was 30 minutes long. After about
two months, his teacher met me and asked
me what we were doing in the music therapy
room. I told her I was giving David a place to ex-
press himself. She then toldme that for the last
month, whenever David came back frommusic
therapy, he had become incontinent. At that
moment, I realized that I had done something
wrong. While I thought I was helping David,
he was actually emotionally overwhelmed dur-
ing the therapy session, and his distress man-
ifested itself in physical symptoms when he
returned to class. I was embarrassed by my
own mistake and even angry with myself.
After analyzing the situation and recounting

it tomy supervisor, I realized that David needed
a stronger sense of holding and that I had to
help him by structuring the sessions. The next
time wemet I put all themusical instruments in
the closet, except for the keyboard. David did
not understand what was happening and was
very angry with me. I had composed a song
that spoke of playing and stopping and played
it to David. However, for quite a while, David
had a hard time stopping his playing on the
keyboard, and the only way to make him stop
was to unplug the keyboard from the socket,
which I had to do several times. All through the
session, I gave David positive feedback in form
of improvised singing. About two months later,
I added the drum to the keyboard and about

Wiess (2023). To Structure or not to Structure, That is the Question: Mistakes Made in Music Therapy in Light of the Dilemma
Whether or not Therapy Sessions Should be Structured. Journal of Trial & Error, 3(2), 5–14. https://doi.org/10.36850/qjak-1382.
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three months later, I added the cymbal. David
stopped being incontinent in class.
In this case, I realized that I had ignored

David’s difficulties with boundaries. The pro-
cess unfolded largely as Gilboa (2022) de-
scribes: I became aware of mymistake immedi-
ately when David’s teacher told me about what
happened to him in class after the therapy ses-
sions. I identified my own shame, frustration
and anger. I shared the incident with my su-
pervisor: together, we analyzed the mistake
and realized that David needed holding. Af-
terwards, I avoided repeating my mistake by
putting away all of the instruments except for
the keyboard and returning them only grad-
ually. Structuring the sessions using a song,
the repeated experience of playing, and the
elimination of certain instruments gave David
a feeling of holding and stability. Since then,
whenever I have a client who has difficulty in
maintaining boundaries, I start by working in a
structured way, and only after the client feels
more stable emotionally, I gradually let go of
the structure.
As a look at the professional literature re-

veals, some of the music therapists who work
with children and adolescents diagnosed with
Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
seem to agree that they need structuredmusic
therapy interventions and sessions, in order
to maintain stability and a sense of holding
(Jackson, 2003; Rickson & Watkins, 2003; Liu et
al., 2017). Structured music therapy activities
may decrease the frequency of maladaptive
behaviors caused by ADHD (Doolan, 2023; Jack-
son 2003; Nindya & Wimbarti, 2019; Rickson &
Watkins, 2003).

Vignette II: Youth that Have Undergone
an Experience of Trauma: from Unstruc-
tured to Structured

In this vignette, as we will see, not all of the
stages of identifying and coping with a mistake
in music therapy, as surveyed by Gilboa (2022),
occurred in order.

1In 2005 I worked with groups of teenagers

1In August 2005, Israel implemented its plan of disengage-
ment from theGaza Strip, in which 8,600 Jewish inhabitants
of the area were uprooted from their homes. The Gaza
Strip was considered an area with many violent incidents,
some of them claiming civilian lives. The disengagement
plan met with strong opposition from the uprooted resi-

who had experienced significant trauma during
the disengagment, which had cost them their
homes and communities. At that time, there
was very little published research on using
music therapy with people who had lost their
homes – a traumatic event in itself, followed by
the further trauma of feeling uprooted within
their own country. I had to follow my intuition,
which unfortunately was not always beneficial
to my clients. During the therapy sessions with
one group of teenage girls, after I asked the
girls to express their feelings through musical
improvisations, they played very loudly, using
a lot of force, and broke some of the musical
instruments; possibly, the music therapy was
a trigger that brought on emotional outbursts.
After repeated incidents in which instruments
were destroyed, I began to think about the dis-
ruption that the traumatic experience of forced
relocation caused in the continuity of the girls’
lives. Having unpacked with the girls what was
going on for them, I understood that every-
thing in their lives had been turned upside
down: as a result, they felt a lack of control
over life, helplessness and a constant sense of
being threatened. Sensing that they needed a
holding environment and a safe place, I started
structuring the sessions, and gradually saw a
decrease in the post-traumatic symptoms.
In this vignette, in keeping with the way

Gilboa (2022) describes the steps that occur af-
ter a mistake in therapy, it took me some time
to realize that I had indeed made a mistake,
while instruments continued to be broken in
this and other groups I was working with. My
feelings about my own mistake came in waves,
even before I had fully realized that an error
had been made. I felt frustrated and disap-
pointed in myself for doing something wrong:
I was an experienced therapist, and yet I could

dents, who did not want to leave their homes, where some
of the families had lived for more than 30 years. From
the perspective of the uprooted residents, they felt like
refugees within their own country. The uprooted residents
were not a homogeneous group in terms of their economic
situation. Most of them worked in agriculture and suffered
massive losses as a result of the disengagement. Some
lost their source of livelihood entirely. They were relocated
by the state to other parts of southern Israel, and many
had great difficulty acclimating to their new surroundings.
In many instances, relationships between teenagers and
their parents were hindered. While the parents were in
survival mode, trying to rebuild their lives, their teenage
children felt abandoned and resisted their parents.
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not understandwhat the problemwas. At first I
did not share this with anyone, in part because
I did not yet understand what was happening,
but also because I was embarrassed: after all,
I was supposed to know. Only after becoming
aware of my mistake did I share it with my su-
pervisor. We then analyzed the error together,
and I made the necessary changes to my ses-
sion structure, as noted above.
The theoretical conclusion I then reached is

that since the trauma occurred within the com-
munity and unsettled every aspect of these
teenage girls’ lives (community, family and soci-
ety), they needed a sense of holding and safety
during the sessions. This could be provided
by structuring the sessions and using struc-
turing musical activities, such as working with
songs and drumming. This conclusion was
later supported by a study I conducted with
a similar group of teenage girls (Wiess & Bensi-
mon, 2022). In the study, some of the musical
activities I devised were repeated in each ses-
sion. For example, I started each session with
the same warm-up exercise: while playing the
same tune, a cardboard strip with a list of feel-
ings and sensations was passed around, and
each girl in the group marked how she was
feeling that day. The goal was to begin the ses-
sions in a controlled manner and let me, the
therapist, gauge the emotional state of each
girl and the overall atmosphere in the group
before starting therapy. Other repeated ac-
tivities included choosing, singing and writing
songs. One of the conclusions of my study was
that the repeated activities appeared to have
served as the central mechanism for therapeu-
tic change. The structured sequence of activ-
ities during each session resembled a ritual,
which has been found to create predictabil-
ity and provide a safe place where individuals
may feel a strong sense of belonging to the
group, leading eventually to their spontaneous
self-expression (Wiess & Bensimon, 2020).
My understanding of the importance of

structure when working with clients who have
undergone trauma was only strengthened in
subsequent years by the intense traumatic
reactions I have witnessed – reactions which
were a revelation to me, despite my consider-
able experience with this kind of therapy. Over
the years, I have learned that clients who have
experienced trauma benefit most from semi-
structured sessions that are planned around a

structured framework, but also include some
degree of freedom. The musical activities that
I devise as a therapist form the structured
framework, while clients are given the freedom
to choose the music. For example, I may de-
cide on working with songs, but the clients will
be the ones to choose the songs. The songs
themselves are structured (verse + chorus) and
provide an anchor for the clients (Amir, 1998;
Wiess & Maor, 2022). Each session opens and
ends with amusical activity that frames the ses-
sion and provides a sense of holding for the
participants.
I’ve also learned how to change the degree

of structuring over time, in accordance with the
needs of the clients. In my work with similar
groups the following years, I started out with
structured sessions to create a sense of hold-
ing that would help the participants feel safe
and relaxed. Later, when I felt that the group
was well held, I stopped structuring sessions in
order to allow traumatic content to come up
and be processed. Even when I did not struc-
ture the entire sessions, I usually opened and
closed them in a structured way, such as by
using a song.
There are therapeutic approaches for work-

ing with trauma (e.g., EMDR,2 SE,3 PE4; see
Brom et al., 2017; Gilboa- Schechetman et
al., 2010; Kuhfuss et al., 2021; Peterson et
al., 2019; Shapiro, 2014, 2017). They share
the view that structured protocols are needed
for holding and stabilizing clients who have
undergone trauma (Brom et al., 2017; Kuh-
fuss et al., 2021; Shapiro, 2014). In group
therapy with children and teenagers, struc-
tured therapy is recommended at the begin-
ning, as it helps to create a sense of belonging
and group cohesion, characteristics that are a
prerequisite for successful therapeutic group
interventions (Drost & Bailly, 2004). Struc-
tured sessions have also been found to reduce

2Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing is a form
of psychotherapy developed by Dr. Francine for clients
who are coping with trauma and various life crises.

3Somatic Experiencing (SE™) is a body-oriented therapeutic
model applied in multiple professional settings such as
psychotherapy, medicine, coaching, teaching, and phys-
ical therapy while working with trauma and other stress
disorders.

4Prolonged exposure therapy (PE) is a cognitive behavior
therapy that is highly efficacious for working with chronic
post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD) and related depres-
sion, anxiety, and anger.
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post-traumatic symptoms and depression and
significantly increase the level of functioning
(Gilboa-Schechtman et al., 2010). Similar find-
ings exist in music therapy literature on work-
ing with refugees and uprooted population
(Felsenstein, 2013; Wiess & Bensimon, 2020).
There are also several approaches for us-

ing music therapy specifically to help clients
with post-traumatic symptoms using non-
structured sessions and interventions. Ben-
simon used an unstructured approach when
working with a group of combat soldiers suffer-
ing from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
and found that it helped the soldiers open
up to express their feelings (Bensimon et al.,
2008). Hunt (2005) also used an unstructured
approach with teenagers. She claimed that
musical activities chosen by clients should de-
termine the structure of the sessions, and that
there was no need for therapists to impose an
external structure. In her opinion, letting the
teenagers decide which therapy techniques to
use could allow them to regain control of the
situation and improve their emotional health.
My own experience in this area has taught

me the importance of paying close attention to
the differences between individual and group
interventions. A group functions as a kind of
musical amplifier; we therefore have to be at-
tuned to the force of the emotions that come
up in group musical activities. These emotions
can empower the members of the group, but
they can also generate disquiet. When working
with an individual, we adapt the activity to suit
the specific client; in group therapy, attention
must be paid to the group as a whole.

Vignette III: Music Therapy Student:
From Structured to Unstructured

In this vignette, the stages of the process
surrounding the mistake were different from
those identified by Gilboa (2022).
Since 2001 I have been a teacher in mu-

sic therapy training programs in Israel. Dur-
ing those years I have supervised many stu-
dents. In the first and second years of their
studies, students do an internship alongside a
music therapist at their workplace, while also
taking part in group supervision sessions at
the college. I’ve accompanied my students
in the course of their learning, knowing well
that some processes take time and are part

of a new therapist’s development. It has been
clear to me that students will make mistakes
with clients during their training. I think it is
important to call such errors “mistakes,” while
simultaneously acknowledging that they are
part of the learning process and helping stu-
dents to understand that mistakes are not only
human, but a source of much important learn-
ing (Hakvoort, 2022).
A music therapy student I’ll call Rachel was

very anxious when she began her studies. As
part of her clinical internship she worked with
a 10-year-old girl who was struggling with a
low self-image and social difficulties among her
peers. Rachel structured her sessions with the
girl in advance, carefully planning the musical
activities she would use. She reported that
the therapy was going well, that the client was
enjoying it very much, and that she was enjoy-
ing herself too. I asked her what she meant
by enjoying herself, and she explained: “I’m
calm because I know exactly what will happen.”
In the group supervision meetings, other stu-
dents raised the question of whether Rachel
was teaching, or working like a music therapist,
and what the difference between those two
options. We talked about the issue, but didn’t
arrive at any conclusions.
Rachel’s therapeutic goals were to help the

patient express her emotions and improve her
self-image, to support and strengthen her, and
to help her cope with her social challenges.
I was aware that Rachel needed time to feel
more confident in her music therapy skills, and
her skills as a therapist, since she was herself
in the midst of a learning process. Part of this
process takes into account the anxiety of the
therapist (Hakvoort, 2022), with the supervi-
sor there to ensure that for the time being,
the client feels secure and safe and is not ad-
versely affected by the situation. I therefore
did not push Rachel to relinquish her need
to structure the sessions. After two months
had passed, I realized, through the supervi-
sion, that the client’s social situation had not
changed, and neither had Rachel’s methods:
she was continuing to use the same structured
musical activities in her therapy sessions. As
the supervisor, I began to feel at this point that
the structured sessions were detrimental to
the girl she worked with, for example, at one
of the sessions the girl began to describe how
children in her class had begun to bully her.
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Rachel, however, told her that they were in the
middle of the activity and that they could speak
about what was happening in class after the ac-
tivity. When the activity ended, Rachel did not
ask the girl about her situation in class, fear-
ing that she would not know what to do with
this information. The girl, for her part, did not
raise the issue again, perhaps sensing Rachel’s
anxiety. Rachel’s need to have the activity she
had designed unfold as planned to its conclu-
sion meant that the girl had no space in which
to present her difficulty. The structured ses-
sions thus did not allow the girl to raise the
problems that were bothering her, and Rachel
was unable to help the girl process her difficul-
ties. Moreover, this limitation harmed her own
development as a music therapist.
Viewing this vignette through Gilboa’s dis-

cussion (2022), we might say that as Rachel’s
teacher and supervisor I identified the mistake
long before she did. As far as she was con-
cerned, the therapy she was providing was en-
joyable. Rachel was angry with me and with
the other students in her supervision group
for challenging the way she handled the ther-
apy. The supervision group and I were em-
pathetic and compassionate towards Rachel.
She was only able to recognize the mistake a
few months later. When she became aware of
it, she felt relief because she sensed that the
supervision group was supporting her. Her
sharing of her process with me and the group
unfolded over an entire year, beginning before
she realized a mistake had been made. As
the supervisor and teacher, I have no way of
knowing whether or not she repeated the mis-
take later; what I can say is that Rachel realized
where she had erred.
After analyzing the situation with Rachel

during group supervision, we discovered that
Rachel was feeling anxious and insecure about
her music therapy skills and her skills as a ther-
apist, and that she was using structured ses-
sions because they gave her a sense of con-
trol. We also understood from Rachel’s reports
that structuring the therapy sessions hindered
her client’s social and emotional progress and
limited her ability to express her feelings. Fol-
lowing the discussion in the supervision group,
Rachel started easing up on the inflexible struc-
ture she had used in her sessions, and noticed
that once she became more flexible, the girl
she worked with, began expressing herself, al-

lowing the therapeutic process to address both
her social problems and her low self-image.
Through her error, Rachel understood the sig-
nificance of a therapeutic process in which
she identified the needs and difficulties of the
client, allowed the client to express herself, and
helped her to create positive change in her self-
image and social relationships. Some may say
that mistakes made by students should not be
considered mistakes, since students are still in
the process of learning; I believe, however, that
student mistakes are natural and human, and
that acknowledging them as mistakes allows
students to learn from them for their future
professional practice.
The intense anxiety that Rachel experienced

is common amongmusic therapy students and
novice music therapists (Hakvoort, 2022). Us-
ing structured sessions decreases this anxiety;
supervisors should therefore be sensitive and
empathetic and allow students and new thera-
pists the time they need to shift gradually to a
flexible structure once they have more confi-
dence in their own skills (Shamoom et al., 2017;
Coale, 2020). Highly structured sessions may
prevent clients from undergoing a significant
emotional process in which they can work with
their own difficulties, express their feelings, be-
come more self-aware and gain the ability to
make positive change in their lives. An inflexi-
ble structure may end up dictating what clients
feel, thus curbing their emotional reactions
and not allowing anger, pain and conflict to
surface and be addresed (Wheeler, 2002). It
is thus important that music therapy students
and novice therapists engage in supervision,
so they can identify how their own levels of
anxiety may be affecting the therapeutic pro-
cess (Coale, 2020) and challenge themselves
to move outside their comfort zone in a grad-
ual and yet sustained manner, so that they can
eventually become more effective therapists.

Vignette IV: Music Therapy Novice: From
Structured to Unstructured

In this vignette, the stages of identifying, re-
sponding to and dealing with a mistake did
not unfold in the manner described by Gilboa
(2022). This vignette is different from vignette
III due to personality differences between the
music therapists. In vignette III the music ther-
apist dealt with lack of confidence issues, while
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here, as we will see, the music therapist acted
as he did because he was not able to face
anger.
The Israeli Association for Creative Arts Ther-

apies (YAHAT) brings together therapists work-
ing with music, visual arts, movement and
dance, bibliotherapy, drama and psychodrama.
YAHAT is the body which certifies therapists,
who go through different stages of training as
therapists and supervisors before becoming
qualified supervisors themselves. I myself was
certified as a qualified supervisor many years
ago, and since then I have supervised music
therapists who come to my clinic. I also super-
vise therapists in all the creative fields men-
tioned above working with clients who have
endured trauma.
A music therapist I’ll call Jacob came to me

for weekly supervision after having worked as a
therapist for about two years. At the beginning
of each of our sessions, Jacob described the
therapeutic sessions he had with his clients.
At my request, he also brought recordings of
the sessions to our weekly meetings. At some
point, I noticed that Jacob was structuring his
sessions by choosing songs and using them
to work with his clients, who were children of
elementary-school age. Jacob told me that he
had constructed his therapy sessions in the
same way since his graduation, and that the
method suited him. He also mentioned that
if clients requested a specific song, he politely
refused.
We analyzed the situation and saw that Ja-

cob’s inflexible structuring stemmed from his
fear of dealing with anger and conflict in the
music therapy sessions. Jacob said that since
childhood, it had been difficult for him to con-
tain his own anger, and he therefore tried to
avoid it. I asked what would happen if clients
got angry at him, and he answered that he was
afraid it would break him emotionally. That
was why, over the last two years, Jacob had
persisted in structuring sessions in a way that
allowed him to control both the activities and
the content. He did not allow anger and diffi-
culty to arise while working with children. He
also did not understand why some of the chil-
dren he worked with didn’t want to come to
the therapy sessions. One of the children had
a violent father; as a result, he was restless,
and perhaps some anger had built up inside
him. The boy was drawn to the drums and

seemed to want to release his anger in the ses-
sions by drumming very loudly. Jacob, however,
could not stand it, and therefore didn’t allow
drumming in his sessions. After his first year
as a music therapist, the principal of the school
where he worked dismissed him from his job
because he could not see any improvement in
the children’s social, emotional and behavioral
states. Moreover, some of the children didn’t
want to come to the music therapy room, and
parents were dissatisfied with Jacob because
he avoided meeting with them and talking to
them. I felt empathy and compassion for Jacob.
When we analyzed the events, Jacob himself

identified his fear of confronting anger as the
root of the problem: this fear, he recognized,
was preventing him from seeing the needs of
the children, the school and the parents. He
felt frustrated and hurt. After several months
of supervision, we finally saw the beginnings
of change, and Jacob agreed to seek therapy
for himself. A year later, Jacob was able to talk
freely about themistake he hadmade as a ther-
apist due to his personal issues, and said he
regretted that the change had not happened
sooner.
Through Gilboa’s discussion (2022), Jacob

was well aware of his own difficulty in dealing
with charged, conflictual feelings, but it took
time before he connected his inner struggle
with the mistake he made while working with
his clients. I, as Jacob’s supervisor, saw the mis-
take long before he could admit to it. Once
he became aware of the mistake, he grew an-
gry with himself and discussed this with me,
but was unable to make the necessary change
until several more months had passed. This
demonstrates that therapists differ from one
another in the amount of time it takes them to
correct a mistake. This duration may depend
on whether the mistake was made as a result
of the therapist’s own personal history, or of
his or her insufficient professional experience.
There have been other cases like Jacob’s

in which therapists, mainly novice ones, were
afraid to deal with unpredictable or difficult
emotions (Coale, 2020) and avoid them by in-
flexibly structuring their therapeutic sessions.
Such conduct reduces the efficacy of the
therapy and the therapist’s ability to guide
clients through a beneficial therapeutic pro-
cess (Coren & Farber, 2017; Wheeler, 2002).
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Conclusion

When examining the issue of structured ver-
sus unstructured sessions and interventions
in music therapy, there are many parameters
to consider. Because the issue is so complex,
with many different factors at play, there is no
one right path to take. Mistakes occur in this
context for many reasons: a lack of awareness,
inexperience, a therapist who is still in a pro-
cess of learning, personal issues or a dearth of
relevant professional literature about the kind
of population we are working with. But mis-
takes in music therapy are human, and they
are nothing to panic about, as long as we learn
from them.
I consider a mistake in music therapy when

the client, the therapist or both are adversely
affected by them, and when the therapy does
not help the client go through a beneficial pro-
cess. In this article I have shown how mistakes
adversely affected the clients and the thera-
pists as well. I’ve examined my own shift from
using unstructured musical therapy sessions
and interventions to my gradual understand-
ing, through supervision and research, that
structuring can help create the holding effect
that helps clients to confront their difficulties.
I have also described the opposite shift, away
from structured sessions and interventions to-
wards unstructured ones, due to the realiza-
tion (again reached through supervision) that
structuring in some cases does not allow pa-
tients to express their full range of feelings and
prevents complicated matters from coming up.
In the first two examples, those of shifting from
unstructured to structured therapy, I myself
was the therapist, and the mistakes were my
own. The third and fourth examples involved
a student and a novice therapist under super-
vision, both of whom needed to move from
structured interventions to unstructured ones.
The movement between these two different

approches of therapeutic pratice, in both direc-
tions, is intriguing and sometimes challenging.
It can happen in any therapeutic encounter,
such as when the therapist decides that it is
appropriate to open a session in a structured
way, such as by singing a greeting song with the
clients, and then to let the client lead the rest of
the session in order to help himor her confront
their difficulties. The shift from unstructured
to structured, conversely, may happen when

a therapist begins the session in an unstruc-
tured way, but senses during the session that
the client is overwhelmed and restless, and
that more structure might help him or her feel
more calm and secure. Similar shifts – from
unstructured to structured, or vice versa – can
happen across the whole of the therapeutic
process, with the therapist changing from one
way of managing sessions to another. Deciding
what to do is not always easy, but it is fascinat-
ing.
Music therapists should constantly assess

and evaluate such factors as shifts in the needs
of the populations they work with, the goals
of the therapy, the stage of the therapeutic
process that the client has reached, and the
duration of the process (whether it is short- or
long-term). At the beginning of the process,
when clients’ anxiety levels are high, therapists
should rely more on structured sessions. How-
ever, once a “safe place” is established, it may
be necessary to let go and allow an unstruc-
tured process to take place. Before deciding
which kind of session or process to offer, music
therapists should also assess their own emo-
tional state and anxiety levels, and ask them-
selves if they are structuring the therapeutic
process because it is in the client’s best inter-
est, or because of their own needs as thera-
pists. This may be ascertained through their
own reflective practice, or with the help of su-
pervision or, at times, of therapeutic interven-
tion, if more personal triggers are identified.
Only after answering these questions can the
music therapist decide on the right kind of in-
tervention for their specific clients.
In my early years as a therapist my dynamic

training prompted me to choose an unstruc-
tured approach to therapy but my work with
trauma victims led me to learn new methods
which made me see structuring in a new light –
not as a default choice, but as a way to address
the vital needs of certain clients. Structuring
was not always easy to do, butmy research and
work with my supervisor gradually showed me
the importance of structuring and the many
different forms it could take. However, even
when I do structure the sessions, I keep them
semi-structured, that is, I give room for self-
expression to enable clients to find their voice.
There are also situations in which I start ther-
apy using one approach (with or without struc-
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tured sessions and interventions) and change
modalities later on.
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This article discusses the relationship between tradition and personal interpretation in classical
music, mainly focusing on the experience of conservatoire music students. I argue that the
traditional approach to classical music in education leaves too little room for creativity and
finding one’s voice, resulting in a lack of personal development, expression and experimentation.
To address this issue, I propose artistic experimentation and teaching strategies that emphasize
the importance of creating nonconformist music learning spaces with accountability guidelines
for musical learning, encouraging experimentation, risk-taking, and self-expression. In addition,
I aim to demonstrate how classically trained musicians can find a balance between tradition and
personal interpretation in performance. By fostering an environment that values both tradition
and creativity, musicians can explore new ways of performing classical works outside standard
interpretive forms. This practice-led research has demonstrated new possibilities for musicians’
performances, as well as opening new paths for familiar music to have a lasting and meaningful
impact. This suggests alternatives, possibilities, and opportunities within the discipline. The
article concludes that the search for a balance between tradition and creativity is ongoing.

Keywords classical music tradition, creative interpretation and experimentation, nonconformist
music learning space, autonomy and authenticity in music performance

I was seventeen years old when I started my
journey towards a professional career in

classical music. As an aspiring flute player, I
found myself navigating through an intense
four years at the conservatory. During those
years, the pressure to conform to my teachers’
ideas and interpretations left me feeling inse-
cure about my own musical ideas and creative
process, and many of the questions that arose
regarding creativity were left unanswered. Why
did I not feel able to ascribe the same emotion
to that Mozart concerto that my teachers did,
and why could I not choose another tempo in
the second movement? I supported my inter-
pretative ideas with a lot of historical materi-
als and was given just one opportunity to talk
about these during my Bachelor of Music. Un-

fortunately, my ideas were considered “wrong”
and no space was given to me to explore the
reasons why. I was told that before discussing
my own interpretation and vision on classical
works, I needed to be more technically skilled.
Unconventional performances are often per-

ceived as erroneous by musicians who adhere
strictly to established norms. Giving alternative
performances of classical works clashes with
the ideology and its gatekeepers in Western
Classical Music (WCM), which is often limited by
the need to conform to traditional norms and
practices and leaves little space for personal
creativity and experimentation. I had the op-
portunity to conduct practice-led research and
to investigate questions of personal interpre-
tation and finding one’s voice in contemporary
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WCM (de Ruijter, 2021; The Performer’s Library,
n.d.). To my surprise, instead of being met with
criticism or dismissal, I was met with curios-
ity and support from my colleagues. I found
that students today are dealing with the same
questions I had had as a student over a decade
earlier.
The purposes of this article are to create

awareness of and discuss the tension between
tradition and creativity in classical music perfor-
mance, as well as to propose the use of artistic
experiments as a means of searching for a bal-
ance between the two. It is not about rejecting
or dismissing the teachings of mentors; rather,
it is about honoring their guidance while also
exploring creative instincts and developing the
skills and techniques necessary to communi-
cate one’s own uniquemusical ideas effectively.
My practice-led research and this article do
not solve a “problem.” They show alternatives,
possibilities, and opportunities within the dis-
cipline.

Embracing the “Wrong” in Classical Music
Interpretation

About finding balance between tradition and cre-
ativity in classical music performance.

Anson, I couldn’t agree more, especially
the Prokofiev is a shame, trashy play-
ing like this shouldn’t be allowed, artists
should first and foremost respect the
scores! I really wonder what great teach-
ers like Dmitri Bashkirov or Menahem
Pressler would say if they heard her
play, they probably would throw up their
hands in despair...(Predota, 2021).

This is how Kathia Buniatishvili, one of the
world’s most famous contemporary pianists,
was criticized for one of her performances. She
is known for her eccentric appearance as well
as her free interpretations of works of clas-
sical music. As a classically trained musician
today, one is still supposed to be faithful to
the musical work (as arguably embodied in the
notated score) and its composer, as well as to
the norms, values and traditions of the genre.
This leaves young musicians struggling with
the feeling that they have little space to exper-
iment outside of contemporary norms, or to
investigate authenticity, subjectivity and cre-
ative impulses by performing classical works

from their own perspective. Unconventional
performances, like the one described above,1

are generally viewed as erroneous by those
who adhere strictly to the established norms.
A musician searching for their own voice of-
ten battles against established traditions and
derogatory attitudes within the culture. How-
ever, bucking contemporary norms and em-
bracing experimentation can lead young mu-
sicians to experience creativity, thus opening
up new possibilities for their performance and
development.
In The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works

(2007, pp.14-43, 205-242), philosopher Lydia
Goehr criticizes the prevailing analytical ap-
proach to music. She argues that before 1800,
music was seen as an activity driven by cre-
ativity. Thanks to the rise of the bourgeoisie
and the invention of sound recording, music
turned into an object, with compositions la-
belled as works that themselves became ob-
jects of activity. Goehr calls this the work con-
cept. Classical works are so strong in iden-
tity that they form a fixed whole, the Western
canon. This canon ensures recognition, but
also imposes a very tight frame of reference
in the minds of Western classically trained mu-
sicians. One generally judges and listens to
musical works by means of this frame of refer-
ence, consciously or unconsciously (de Munck,
2019). This has resulted in the formation of a
strict ideology called “Werktreue”—being true
to the work (Goehr, 2007).
By following the composer’s intentions as

faithfully as possible, the performer, in the
service of the composer, should guarantee
the identity and “objectivity” of the classical
work. Musicologist Richard Taruskin suggests
that when music is played in as “neutral” a
fashion as possible, musicians hope to main-
tain the authenticity of a work, meaning it has
no discernible input of creativity or originality
from the performer (Taruskin, 1982). That is
not to say that there is no room for expres-
sion in the performance of a classical work,
but expression in this case represents some-
thing uninvolved and is therefore not part of
the identity and creativity of the performer

1This performance of the Prokofiev Piano Sonata No. 7 (III.
Precipitato) by Kathia Buniatishvili is considered unconven-
tional due, among other things, to a faster tempo of this
third movement and her way of communicating with her
audience (Prokofiev, 1942/2018).
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(Cook, 2014, p.222; Hendricks et al., 2014). Em-
bracing such a philosophy means there is in-
evitably little room for creativity and authen-
ticity from performers. Stravinsky, one of the
most well-known composers of the 20th cen-
tury, argued that musicians should reproduce
the composer’s work with respect for histor-
ical facts instead of serving their own career
interests. The performer is expected to have
a strictly objective approach known as “exe-
cution”, which refers to following an explicit
will without adding anything beyond its specific
commands (Stravinsky, 1970).
The unequal relationship between perform-

ing musicians and authoritative composers
and scores has several consequences within
the WCM-ideology, including within conserva-
toire training. First of all, a musician’s critical
and reflective ability will often remain weak in
an environment where they do not learn to
make independent choices in their own prac-
tice. For example, performers are afraid to de-
viate from contemporary performance norms,
and instead conform to agreed-upon expec-
tations of how particular composers’ styles
should sound (Stam, 2019, pp. 46-47). It is
important to note that classical music educa-
tion is generally a one-on-one affair rather than
a group activity. Students therefore see their
teacher as the indicator of what is correct or
incorrect, and make few choices of their own,
thereby largely anticipating the judgment of
others (Hill, 2018, pp. 163-166). This confor-
mity is reinforced through examination testing,
re-emphasizing these norms and values. The
assessments provide a one-sided perspective
of the program from which teachers teach and
tend to reinforce both the work concept and
conventional tastes (Hill, 2018, pp. 163-166).
These systems stimulate technical skills and
knowledge of classical music and also guar-
antee the successful implementation of per-
formance standards, but leave students little
room to choose their own path and discover
other interpretations. The pressure to con-
form to contemporary performance practice
or to take a creative stance regarding a score
is an act of non-conformity within the ideol-
ogy, which is often socially undesirable within
training and considered to be a misconcep-
tion by gatekeepers2 like teachers, concert pro-

2The performance of WCM is closely regulated by various

grammers and examiners. Hill (2018, pp. 4-
30; Leech-Wilkinson, 2020) argues that mak-
ing space for diverse expressions of a classical
work helps musicians to question value judg-
ments and encourages them to explore posi-
tions of their own. Musicians in this context can
experience more freedom to experiment and
dare to take creative risks when performing.
These are abilities that, in my view, allow the
performer to “rediscover” a classical work and
make it meaningful in potentially infinite ways.
This is done not as a reaction against WCM
tradition, but in addition to it. Musicologist
Christopher Small (2011, pp. 26-34) suggests
that the processes of composing, practicing
and rehearsing, performing, and listening are
not separate activities but interconnected by
what he calls musicking (Small, 2011, p. 26):
“To music is to take part, in any capacity, in
a musical performance, whether by perform-
ing, by listening, by rehearsing or practicing,
by providing material for performance (what is
called composing), or by dancing.” All individu-
als possess a theory ofmusicking, whether they
are conscious of it or not. This theory encom-
passes their understanding of what musicking
entails, what it does not entail, and its signifi-
cance in their lives. When this theory remains
unexamined and unacknowledged, it not only
influences and confines people’s musical en-
deavors, but also exposes them to manipula-
tion by individuals with ulterior motives such
as power, social standing, or financial gain.
In De Vlucht van de Nachtegaal (The Nightin-

gale’s Flight; 2019), philosopher Marlies de
Munck argues in favor of personal choice. This
could be as faithful as possible to the no-
tated score or completely autonomous from it.
This applies not only to professional musicians,
but also to those training at the conservatory
and in the master-apprentice relationships be-
tween teachers and students. Musicologist
Daniel Leech-Wilkinson (2020) stresses: “An
ethical music school should not be gatekeep-
ing to suit the gatekeepers: it should be putting

individuals and entities involved in the profession. These
gatekeepers work together to uphold established perfor-
mance standards and norms within WCM ideology. This
ideology aims to limit diversity and encourages conformist
execution based on established norms. Its purpose is to
regulate the boundaries of acceptability within the industry
and promote performances that align with predetermined
standards (Leech-Wilkinson, 2020).
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pressure on them to rise to the challenge of
thinking and responding as imaginatively as its
students.” In contemporary performance prac-
tice, musicians experience pressure to com-
ply perfectly with the composer’s perceived
intentions, as well to win the approval of other
gatekeepers. Students strive for perfect exe-
cution and are afraid to receive negative feed-
back, such as that given to Kathia Buniatishvili.
Pedagogue-philosopher Gert Biesta (2017, p.
50) argues that when the teacher shows an
interest in the freedom of a pupil, the teacher
must control their own desire to control. The
pupil is not an object, but rather a subject that
enters the world in a “grown-up way”. What the
student does with the information obtained is
up to them. Education should never be about
control. After all, creating and playing music is
a social practice (Regelski, 2016). Education
must create a “pedagogical space” in which
possibilities are tested that can be valuable
for both the student and society (Masschelein
& Simons, 2019, pp. 349-366). But what is
needed for this sort of experimentation within
pedagogical spaces?
Hill (2018, pp. 4-30) proposes six important

conditions for creation: generativity (the ability
to create), agency, interaction, nonconformity
(the freedom to differ), recycling (the new use
of existing ideas), and flow. In “Creating Safe
Spaces for Music Learning,” Hendricks et al.
(2014) propose a practical approach to creat-
ing safe and positive learning environments
for music students. They emphasize the im-
portance of effective teaching strategies, atti-
tudes and behaviors that encourage trust and
respect, experimentation, risk-taking, and self-
expression. On the other hand, Boost Rom
(1998) suggested two decades ago that educa-
tion should not prioritize safety and comfort.
In order to be ready for the world beyond the
classroom, students must receive constructive
criticism and face challenges that help them
refine their own point of view. Many organiza-
tions claim to provide “safe and brave” spaces,
but according to Elise Ahenkorah (2020), this
promise is not practical. To promote inclusiv-
ity and understanding of diverse experiences
in real-time, it is better to adopt accountable
space guidelines. “Accountability means be-
ing responsible for yourself, your intentions,
words, and actions. It means entering a space
with good intentions, but understanding that

aligning your intent with action is the true test
of commitment” (Ahenkorah, 2020).

Method

Adventure is out there.

Navigating the Path to Creativity in Classical Mu-
sic through Artistic Experiments in Practice-Led
Research

The pressure to conform to contemporary per-
formance practice and the approval of gate-
keepers can limit the creativity and individu-
ality of musicians. But what if we look at per-
formances as paths to creativity? By conduct-
ing various artistic experiments, that focus on
stimulating creativity and establishing a dia-
logue, I explore how the classical music stu-
dent might be able to find a balance between
tradition and personal interpretation in the per-
formance of WCM. The experiments in MUSIC
LAB, experienced individually and in groups,
are partly based on methods from Challeng-
ing Performance by Leech-Wilkinson (2020)3

and on methods from the 18th century. For
instance, the experiment Phrase, based on a
theatre exercise, asks musicians rephrase the
same melody as often as possible with differ-
ent characteristics, dynamics or articulation
(see Nick Hern Books, 2015). Another example
is Quodlibet, which is a musical composition
or performance that combines several differ-
ent melodies. Applying aspects of one part of
a score to another (and vice versa) was com-
mon practice in music education during the
Baroque period. It is a type of “musical mash-
up” that often includes popular songs or tunes
that are familiar to the audience. The term
“quodlibet” derives from the Latin phrase quod
libet, meaning “whatever you please.” These
kinds of experiments challenge themusician to
deal creatively with an existing work and to im-
merse themselves in the various possibilities
for interpretation and expression, even and
especially where they fall outside the norms

3Challenging Performance is an eBook which critically exam-
ines the various ways in which performers are restricted
from expressing creativity or inventiveness in their inter-
pretations of classical scores. It aims to inspire performers
to explore a wider range of interpretations that bring musi-
cal meaning to classical scores. This is illustrated through
numerous (audio) examples of performances and tips on
how to perform scores in various ways.
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and values of WCM. The performer’s sense
of liberty lies in their choice to deviate from
established conventions, concepts and inter-
pretations found in preexisting scores, record-
ings, or transcriptions. This entails embracing
a greater degree of interpretive freedom, be-
ing conscious of this freedom, and assuming
a creative role within a musical composition
at their own discretion, allowing themselves to
take risks and explore. While there is no inher-
ent reason to avoid them, the experiments do
not suggest incorporating other musical gen-
res in classical performance like jazz or impro-
visation. This is because there is a risk of inter-
section and being confined to a safe category
that no longer challenges mainstream prac-
tices. Any ready-made category limits what
can be achieved and no longer pushes bound-
aries. Therefore, it is sensible to avoid work
that can be easily labeled as an “arrangement”
for now, or at least to resist that label strongly
(Leech-Wilkinson, 2020).
In addition to the creative aspect, MUSIC

LAB also offers space for dialogue and reflec-
tion. In order to ensure a safe environment
for experimentation, dialogue and reflection,
it is important to establish accountable space
guidelines for all participants, including educa-
tors. Musicians need to be encouraged to see
challenges as a part of the learning process,
allowing them to experiment, reflect, and grow
from their experiences. By emphasizing the
importance of respectful communication, we
ensure that each participant has an opportu-
nity to speak without unnecessary pressure.
By actively listening to others, one can better
understand different perspectives and engage
in meaningful dialogue. Based on open ques-
tions, which are called “nutcrackers”, students
reflect on their own and others’ actions after
each experiment. These questions can, among
other things, address the way themusician per-
forms with respect to sound or technique, or
the individual choices musicians make in the
classical piece while experimenting. In addi-
tion, self-reflection plays an important role in
the accountable spaces. Musicians are encour-
aged to engage in introspection and reflect on
their own actions, words, and biases, allowing
them to gain a deeper understanding of their
own perspectives and how they may impact
others in a learning mindset.
Embracing the mindset of pushing bound-

aries is crucial not just for individual artists,
but also for collective performance styles and
habits. When we collectively strive for innova-
tion, we foster an environment that promotes
experimentation and growth. This enables the
performing arts to adapt and stay current in a
constantly evolving world.

Analysis

Through MUSIC LAB, interviews, and observa-
tions, I explored the thoughts and actions of
(student) musicians on training and how they
make independent choices when taking a first
step in searching for personal creativity in the
performance of classical works. The project
provides new insights about approaching clas-
sical music through experimental methods.

“But I don't think playing according to the

norms and traditions is really making art.”4

Student insights on experimental classical mu-
sic approaches

Experiments provide multiple perspectives
and more tools to approach a piece, but the
outcome can also be frustrating. There is the
difficulty of letting go of what they already know
in order to enter an experiment freely and
openly and with a nonconformist attitude. Stu-
dents highlight the importance of having a cre-
ative idea and musical opinion, it empowers
them and can also lead to progress also with
regard to technical skills. Students reflect on,
and become more aware of, the WCM culture
and system and how this can make them un-
sure of themselves and hinder creativity.

“It would be nice to be able to talk to them
as if they were coaches and not as if they
are like… holy beings who judge you at the
end, right?”5

Creating Nonconformist Music Learning space
for Experimentation: A desire among students
in main subject lessons

My research indicates that musicians perceive
the pedagogical climate, didactic action, and

4Student, personal communication, June 07, 2022.
5Student, personal communication, June 07, 2022.
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the accompanying critical and reflective capac-
ity of a teacher in different ways. During an
individual main subject lesson there is primar-
ily a clear and strict master-apprentice attitude
with the teacher, and no relationship to the
teacher as supervisor. “To start the discussion
with a teacher doesn’t help. It is impossible.
They are really convinced about a performance
practice, so there’s only one way” (Student, per-
sonal communication, June 07, 2022). There is
little room for starting a dialogue or discussion
about different performance practices. Teach-
ers tend to have a set frame of reference, so
students must possess a lot of knowledge be-
fore being considered credible. “I mean, that
could be partly the student, but it could also be
that you’re not taught to explore your opinion.
You are just taught to follow instructions” (Stu-
dent, personal communication, June 07, 2022).
This allows little space for independence in
making choices and creativity among students.
Students, however, expect a teacher’s support
in making musical choices, and a greater fo-
cus on their achieving a ‘be your own teacher’
perspective. They express a desire for a wide
nonconformist learning space to experiment
without feeling judged or pressured. They feel
limited in their ability to experiment during a
main subject lesson and wish for more space
to try things out. Students also believe that
an accountable safe space should be a trial-
and-error environment where they can freely
express their opinions and ideas. In addition,
they desiremore creativity and sincerity in their
playing.

Conclusion

The tension between tradition and creativity
in classical music is ongoing, but musicians
should not need to choose between them. Ex-
perimentation and artistic exploration can lead
to new possibilities and interpretations of clas-
sical works, and can help students develop
critical and reflective skills. This may also pro-
vide a deeper understanding of how to analyze
one’s own artistic work through the lens of self-
guided learning. However, creating and em-
bracing safe, accountable and nonconformist
music learning spaces for experimentation is
crucial, and teachers should focus on support-
ing students in making independent choices
and expressing their own musical opinions.

By navigating the path to creativity in classical
music through artistic experiments, musicians
can explore a balance between tradition and
personal interpretation, create meaningful au-
thentic performances, and contribute to the
evolution of WCM.
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Women who have experienced their children being permanently removed from their care
due to challenging life circumstances often live on the margins of society. The majority have
experienced mental and physical health challenges and face many other intersecting issues.
The stigma associated with losing children, coupled with a lack of support, means that these
women are at risk of serious social exclusion, further exacerbating their feelings of failure, grief,
and loss. The existing music therapy literature on women mostly focuses on their experiences
in the context of intimate partner violence; music therapy with marginalized mothers appears
hitherto unreported. This article aims to explore how notions of musical right and wrong
often played into my work with the women as a Nordoff Robbins music therapist. Most of
these women come from disadvantaged backgrounds and have received little or no education:
involvement in music-making often evoked perceptions of correctness and progress. Women
often requested that I taught them songs they liked. This could enhance their sense of failure if
they were unable to play the songs as they knew them. The question of how not to perpetuate
harm, whilst acknowledging my clients’ needs, became my dilemma as a therapist. The case
studies discussed below highlight how, in the context of these women’s lives, experiencing
doing something “right” and proving their own capacity to learn through music, could become
key themes in their pathway towards recovery. This process is not, however, a straightforward
endeavour and involves negotiation and commitment on the part of both therapist and client.

Keywords marginalized women, failure, stigma, mistakes, music therapy

“Set up to fail”: a brief profile of
marginalized mothers

During the past decade, over 95,000 mothers
were involved in care proceedings in England
and Wales (Alrouh et al., 2022, p.3). It is com-
mon that parents who have had a child re-
moved once, will go on to experience repeated
removals of children from their care. Approx-
imately 1 in 4 mothers who have had a child
removed once, are at risk of returning to court
for subsequent care proceedings (Alrouh et
al., 2022, p.1). Until recently, birth mothers
who experienced a permanent child removal

received no follow-up care in relation to their
own unmet needs (Cox, 2012). There have
been growing attempts to understand the chal-
lenges that this particular group of women face
in relation to both pre- and post-removal cir-
cumstances (Broadhurst & Mason, 2013, 2017,
2022). A large percentage of women who find
themselves in this situation were brought up
in care themselves and have experienced an
intersection of challenging life circumstances
including mental health difficulties, intimate
partner abuse, homelessness, and substance
addiction. As a result of child removal, women
experience further adversities including long
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lasting grief and loss, social and professional
stigmatization, and reductions in welfare enti-
tlements. Moreover, women suffer from the
loss of a mothering role – a role which, in the
context of women’s “fragile and restrictive so-
cial statuses” is perceived to hold meaning,
purpose and structure (Broadhurst & Mason,
2020, p.26). Women’s experiences of “failure”
are complex and multi-layered.
“How does a parent explain absence of chil-

dren to other parents whom he or she previ-
ously met at the school gates, or to neighbors?
As the “failed” parent looks in on the routine
family life of others, this also serves as a daily
and painful status of the parent’s own children
– stigma intersects with loss” (Broadhurst &
Mason, 2017, p. 48).
According to Pause, an organization which

supports marginalized mothers across the UK,
women experience painful psychosocial con-
sequences and are provided with scarce and
inadequate support after the child removal
proceedings. Women are “set up to fail” even
further: the psychological and psychiatric as-
sessments carried out by expert witnesses dur-
ing care proceedings give recommendations
for treatments that are often unavailable lo-
cally. This disconnect is “harmful to women
and deprives them of the chance to make a
positive change” (Pause, 2022, p.9). It is clear
that women who have experienced child loss
face multi-layered challenges that continue to
be poorly understood.

Music therapy with marginalized
mothers

Music therapy work with marginalized moth-
ers in the UK appears severely underreported
which prompts me to suspect that music ther-
apy is not typically offered to women who have
experienced the loss of their children. This
could be due to scarcity of services offering
structured support to marginalized mothers
in general. Music therapists often work with
children who have been adopted or who are
in foster care (Zanders, 2015; Drake & Ed-
wards, 2011) and the existing literature on mu-
sic therapy work with women focuses mostly
on the contexts of domestic violence and inti-
mate partner abuse (Curtis, 2016; York & Cur-
tis, 2015; Hernandez-Ruiz, 2020). The voices of
women who have permanently lost their chil-
dren are rarely heard or explored.

I started working with an organization that
supports women who have experienced re-
peat removals of children from their care in
the North-East of England during the 2020
Covid lockdown. We ran it as a pilot project
that aimed to understand how music therapy
could serve women in such unique circum-
stances. The organization mostly focused on
1-1 support in the community, offering occa-
sional group experiences like days out to the
beach or craft afternoons. Music therapy be-
came an opportunity for weekly 1-1 and group
sessions at one of their local hubs, slowly build-
ing a space where women could make ap-
pointments to experience music and spend
time with each other. As a Nordoff Robbins
therapist, I focused on building relationships
and connections through collaborative music-
making with women through activities such as
instrumental and vocal improvisation, singing
their favorite songs or writing new ones.
The staff members who worked closely with

individual women played a crucial role dur-
ing the initial stages of our project. With-
out their encouragement and support, not
many women would have had the confidence
and trust to independently come and explore
active music-making. However, once a few
women had experienced music therapy, the
word started spreading and it wasn’t long be-
fore Thursdays had famously become the “mu-
sic” days.
Most of the women who came to music ther-

apy sessions had not participated in any music-
making activities since school. Some of the
women talked about growing up with music or
having fond memories of making music with
their family members in the past. In most
cases, however, ties with music had been bro-
ken as a result of certain choices (i.e., going
out with friends rather than practicing guitar),
lack of parental support, care responsibilities
towards their siblings, and other challenges.
Their engagement with music had become lim-
ited to listening to music on YouTube or Tik-
Tok, mostly alone and at home. Music therapy
sessions became a chance to explore being
together musically in ways that felt comfort-
able for them. Whilst for some, improvisation
was the most immediate way into making mu-
sic, for others, singing their favorite songs was
a much more accessible start to our musical
relationship.
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In those initial phases, it was noticeable how
the women’s awareness of their limited edu-
cation linked to their perceived lack of musical
competence. Some women, after a few beats
of playing on the drum, for example, would
put the beaters away, saying they “couldn’t do
it”, describing themselves as “thick” or “dumb”.
Whilst some women never came back to ther-
apy after the first session, others only needed
time and continuity to start shifting these inter-
nalized and harmful self-perceptions.
For me, as a music therapist inspired by fem-

inist and anti-oppressive perspectives to music
therapy (Hadley, 2006; Baines, 2013; Seabrook,
2019), I hoped that our work would have the
potential to change women’s self-perceptions
in relation to their musical abilities. It feels rele-
vant tomention that I am a classically trained pi-
anist from Poland, who was raised in a working-
class family and had the opportunity to access
free musical education provided by the state.
The privilege to learn did not come without its
own challenges. On many occasions, through-
out my educational journey, I was told that
I wasn’t a “good enough” pianist and would
never make it to the land of musical excellence:
the prominent Academy of Music. Whilst there
was a clear difference in our backgrounds, his-
tories, and access to education, I could em-
pathize with these women’s feelings of inferi-
ority when it came to playing music.
Music therapy became a space to gently re-

store their bond with music and build new con-
nections with themselves and other women
through music. Group music therapy sessions
became the ground “for the collective shar-
ing of experience” (Broadhurst & Mason, 2020,
p.33), through song-writing, creating a Pod-
cast series, and taking part in various musical
events. The group consisted mostly of women
who had completed an 18-month programme
and were taking part in the organization’s “Next
Steps” initiative allowing them to take part in
some activities while receiving continuous sup-
port.
Individual music therapy sessions, on the

other hand, were offered mostly to women
at the beginning of the programme, who of-
ten struggled in group settings and needed a
more personalized approach and individual-
ized attention. With these women, therapeutic
aims were negotiated in each session; their
lives outside of music were often chaotic due

to housing issues, court appointments or poor
mental health. Their attendance often wasn’t
consistent so our aims were focused on the
here-and-now.
In the following case studies, I will introduce

readers to two women with whom I had the
privilege to work with on an individual basis.
Despite their complicated and fragile life cir-
cumstances, they both became regular music
therapy attendees. I will discuss how the no-
tions of right and wrong, learning andmistakes,
informed and shaped our work together.
Both women agreed to have their stories

shared for the purpose of this article.

Experiencing musical competency
through therapeutic learning

M, a 39-year-old woman from Eastern Europe
who had all of her children removed as a re-
sult of domestic violence, was one of the few
women who regularly attended music therapy
sessions. She didn’t have a social circle around
her and lived alone with her cat, surrounded
by a collection of images of her children which
constantly reminded her of what she had lost.
M had never been to school back in her home
country and she was raised in care herself.
Her motivation in therapy was to play the pi-
ano: in our first sessions, she told me that
if I taught her how to play, she could “make
a little money” on TikTok. Whilst I explained
we wouldn’t make videos for sharing during
therapy sessions, I would be happy to teach
her the song she showed me on YouTube. I
simplified the tune and presented it to her in
small chunks, but I quickly understood that it
would be hard for her to feel that she was play-
ing the “actual” song; in such a slow tempo,
these fragments were hardly recognizable. As
we worked through the tune, she looked puz-
zled, struggling to, in her own words, “get it
right”. I eventually led her into an improvisation
based on the song’s harmony and she sang her
version of the song while adding piano solos
loosely based on what I had previously shown
her. Through improvisation, I wanted her to
experience musical freedom without worrying
about the correct notes and fluency. On the
other hand, I was acutely aware that by accom-
panying her in a way which would be musically
satisfying, I was exposing my own proficiency
on the piano and potentially undermining M’s
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hopes and dreams in relation to learning. She
said to me at one point: “I will never be able to
play like you, I never played the piano”.
The shift from coming to sessions to achieve

a very practical result (having something to
show on TikTok) to finding a much wider mean-
ing in music-making became apparent in our
sessions later on, when M shared:

“Oh, when I was smaller, I like piano.
To play piano, but never did have this
chance to have one. People who can
help me, like to teach me, how you teach
me, like a little bit […] When I am boring,
I like to put in my brain what I learned
from you, what I play here. I got home
and no, 100 % I don’t remember. But
when I put my finger, I remember how
you put the finger, how you teach me”.

M was aware of the limitations to her learn-
ing, but she was no longer striving for perfec-
tion. I think it was precisely the thought that
she could learn something if she had the right
help that made her come back every week. I
was lucky to find a donated keyboard which I of-
fered to her to take home; this object became
emblematic, reflecting the person-centered
care we were able to offer to M.
Musical improvisation was of particular im-

portance to allow M to experience her musical-
ity beyond “right” and “wrong” (Ansdell, 1995).
Whilst learning songs can be a valid aim in mu-
sic therapy, as music-centered music thera-
pists, we search for the opportunities to open
up the world of musical affordances through
improvisation (Procter, 2017; Ansdell, 2014).
In the context of her life, M deserved to experi-
ence flow, musical satisfaction and meaningful-
ness to counter her continuous struggle, grief
and loss.
With time, improvisation also allowed more

playfulness in our music-making, helping her
to find her own way of playing and experiment-
ing musically. As her confidence strengthened,
the differences in our musical proficiency be-
came less relevant; what mattered was what
we could create, communicate, and express
musically together.
M told me that she felt good in sessions but

that as soon as she left the room, different
thoughts (including ones about her children)
would cast a shadow over the positive feelings
she had had in music therapy:

“But when I go home, I see the piano
on the table, I remember. Oh, I come
from themusic. Let’s play. Let’s do again.
Yes, I’m like that ...... You help me here.
Because if I didn’t come here to learn
something, I didn’t learn in my house
what I do, I’d just play like I was a child
you know, a little bit”.

Music therapy became a space for musical
and personal growth for M. Whilst achieving a
particular standard as such would not be an
aim of music therapy, experiencing learning
and experiencing competency, not playing like
a child but playing playfully, became a particu-
larly poignant therapeutic outcome.
M’s motivation to learn the piano also be-

came a steppingstone towards changing other
professionals’ perceptions of her, as we hear
from D, her support worker:

”It’s like I said to you, it’s amazing when
I fed back to a social worker…I recently
gave a bit of an update and said that
she was learning to play the keyboard
and they couldn’t believe it. I was like,
wow, that is like absolutely amazing. You
know, completely the opposite to the
outlook they have about certain women.
I think it’s quite surprising”.

I believe that the surprised reaction of the
social worker could have been caused by the
unhopeful outlook she had had on M before
referring her to the organization. Many women
are caught in negative cycles of destructive be-
havior and without the appropriate support
systems in place, it becomes hard for them to
make a positive change. Perhaps, for a social
worker whose job is often focused on practi-
cal problem-solving, it came as a surprise that
music and creativity could become a vessel for
change in M’s case.

“Doing something right” – music-making
as a reparative experience of a fragile
“self”

I worked with a woman in her mid 20s, who has
a diagnosis of both personality disorder and
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), andwho
lost her three children to adoption. C’s fragile
mental health, as well as her partner’s involve-
ment with the justice system, led to the court’s
decision to permanently remove the children
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from her care. C came to music therapy as
she had always enjoyed music but lacked confi-
dence to sing. She shared how she felt judged
by others and how her attempts to make mu-
sic outside of our sessions had been “a bit full
on”. C used to learn guitar at school, but her
connection to music was interrupted early on
by caring responsibilities for her siblings.
As we began the session, I asked what she

would like to play and she pointed to the xylo-
phone, adding a playful: “I don’t know what I’m
gonna make up today, you know”.
She picked up the stick, played an “A” three

times and said: “Sound like Jingle Bells, didn’t
we?”. She continued to play while I set up the
keyboard. “I’m trying to get the tune, trying to do
Jingle Bells, but I can only get that. Jin-gle-bells
and what’s that? What would the rest of [it] be?”.
I taught her the tune frommy keyboard, note

by note, and then in longer chunks. She was
able to repeat the first phrase and exclaimed
a triumphant: “I’ve done it, I have done that!”. I
asked her to repeat it so I could accompany
her to enhance her achievement and offer her
the experience of “soloist”. We went on to the
next part and tried to join the two phrases to-
gether, but it proved more complicated; she
quickly forgot the second phrase of the tune
and looked up at me, appearing lost. I started
to feel in doubt: this was not a music les-
son; this was music therapy! I was not sure
how to teach her: I wanted to give her what
she wanted, but I would have hated for her
to feel undermined if she made continuous
“mistakes”.1 We were already in the process,
so I decided to go through the chorus with
her a few more times, leading C with my voice
while underpinning her melody harmonically.
It sounded messy and fragmented, as every
time she faltered in the second part, she would
return instead to the bit she knew. When we
played through the tune which sounded (more
or less) like Jingle Bell’s chorus, she laughed.
She said: “I missed the tone a little bit”, to which I
didn’t respond verbally (not wanting to draw at-
tention to her “mistake”) but continued playing
the upbeat chord progression leading her into
the beginning of the tune. I didn’t cue her in
verbally this time; she quietly revised the notes

1To maintain authenticity, I used the quotation marks when
referring to mistakes as this was the language C. used in
sessions.

as she played, and I underpinned whatever she
was playing with harmony. Our intentions in
that moment seemed mismatched: I wanted
to help her flow, and she wanted to do it “right”.
I feel that my well-intentioned move away

from teaching towards improvisation and flow
seemed, at that stage, mismatched with C’s
way of wanting to connect with me and with
music in that moment. What seemed tomatter
most for her was trying and her perception of
getting better. She helped me to recognize
how being supported in the process of learning
was helping her to feel safe with me and in the
music:

“Like I feel comfortable that like, you’re
constantly repeating it and you’re not
just doing it one time and leaving me
to try and do it on my own. Yet you’re
constantly helping us”.

In the context of C’s traumatic experiences
in childhood and later experiences in life, it
became clear how experiencing learning in
a safe environment was pivotal to her self-
esteem and confidence. Music therapy be-
came a space to make mistakes “safely”, in a
way which would not carry the same terrify-
ing consequences as it had done in her past.
Even later, in the context of improvisation, the
concept of mistake continued to permeate
through her thinking about our music-making
together:

“I like the fact that we’ll make me own
tunes up and your concentration on
your face where you’re concentrating on
your piano. But then you’re also watch-
ing me. So, if I was to make a mistake,
you could easily correct us”.

I would never think of “correcting” anything in
our improvisations, as frommy experience as a
music therapist, any “mistake” or unwanted or
jarring note could lead to interesting and play-
ful musical territories. I think, however, that it
was extremely important for her to feel that I
continued to be there in music with her and
despite her perceived mistakes. That resulted
in C’s growing feelings of acceptance and free-
dom:

“Well, I just feel like I can come out of
my shell, like a part of us feels comfort-
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able where I can just...I’d probably be
able to sing anything in any tone and
you wouldn’t judge us for it, even if […]
the tone wasn’t right. Because then you
could help us in that direction where I
could get the right tone and build it up
from there. I can, I don’t know, like, I can
just be me. I feel free. Like, I can, I could
even be silly if I wanted to…”.

The playfulness and creativity that improvisa-
tion and playing “our own tunes” afford reveal a
new way of being herself for C. There is a newly
discovered sense of ownership, personhood
and meaning that C reflects on, sharing that:
“To me, in the music, like all I want to do is

focus on that and nothing else. And it makes us
feel good. It makes us know I’m doing something
right. And as I’m making my own tunes, I know
that it’s me doing that, not somebody else”.

Reflections

In the case of M, whilst I tried to create an en-
vironment that wasn’t “threatening, abusive or
exploitative” (Pavlicevic, 1997, p.134), I found
myself in a contradictory situation. By expos-
ingmymusical proficiency (in order to offer her
a satisfying musical experience), I was initially
undermining her hopes for achieving fluency
on the piano. It clearly points towards the in-
evitable power dynamics in a therapeutic re-
lationship, where a therapist is both typically
more highly trained and afforded more power
than the client.
With the aid of musical improvisation, M’s

openness and willingness to learn, and my
commitment and care, we managed to work
with this initial tension. After months of individ-
ual music therapy sessions, her experiences of
learning-by-improvising, helped to strengthen
her confidence. M experienced herself as mu-
sically competent (Rolvsjord, 2014) and playing
piano became a resource that she could use
at home to feel less isolated and lonely.
Feminist approaches to music therapy call

for music therapists to “work to heal the harm
created for individuals by an unjust society,
and at the same time they must also work to
transform that society” (Curtis, 2012, p.211).
The motivation and seriousness that M dis-
played in relation to learning music, led to a
change in how she was perceived by her so-
cial worker and contributed to reducing the

complex stigma of a “failed” mother. In the
second case study, I discussed how C and I
negotiated a space in which she could experi-
ence making “safe” mistakes, without worrying
about the consequences. The consistency of
weekly sessions also meant she could always
return and try playing again. C had an opportu-
nity to learn music without being judged, which
for her meant that she could feel “herself” and
“free” to do what she wanted for the first time in
her life. Personally, working with C allowed me
to understand that making mistakes in music
can be a part of therapeutic work.

Conclusion

Both of the case studies presented in this arti-
cle suggest that in the context of working with
marginalized women and “failed” motherhood,
music therapy can be a unique way of support-
ing the process of recovery through repara-
tive experiences of musical competency, learn-
ing and making mistakes. It isn’t, however, a
straightforward, linear, and unchallenging en-
deavor. For women who do not tend to have
many opportunities to experience the benefits
of music-making in their everyday lives, music
therapy can fill that gap and become a space
for connection, playfulness, and growth.

Implications: whose failure?

The organization where I provided music ther-
apy experienced severe loss of funding which
resulted in significant cuts to the services pro-
vided. The organization previously worked
with 60 women across the North East and em-
ployed several support workers who provided
support and care for the women. Currently,
the local authorities offer funding which only
covers work with 12 women in the region and
we are not able to offer music therapy as a
regular service. It is clear that without other
professionals and organizations who reach out
and support marginalizedmothers, music ther-
apists will struggle to be accessible. After all,
bringing about change in any circumstances
has often been about a collective struggle.
As a society, we continuously fail to change

the conditions of the most excluded and
marginalized people. It would be unjust to
write about “failed” mothers without at least
mentioning the extent of failure of the socio-
political system in which we work and live.
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I hope that this article will open up a conver-
sation about music therapy with marginalized
mothers, and will inspire other music thera-
pists to seek opportunities for similar work in
other parts of the world.
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This article covers the first part of a group music therapeutic process in the inpatient multi-
disciplinary, psychoanalytical oriented treatment of a young woman suffering an obsessive-
compulsive disorder. After a description of some basic assumptions of the music therapist
about risks and mistakes in a music therapeutic framework, the unfolding dynamics in the ther-
apeutic relationship are explained. The combination of strong hidden emotions, unstoppable
improvisations and the unspoken reaction of group members, led to a moment where the
therapist actively withdrew in a musical improvisation. This particular moment is the climax of
the mistake, but it also opened a new door in the therapeutic process. Reflecting on this matter,
we find the tension between the importance and the risk of countertransference and the need
for supervision and discussion. Suggestions for music therapeutic interventions are made and
the impact of the coping strategy and basic assumptions of the therapist are discussed.

Keywords group music therapy, countertransference, obsessive compulsive disorder, aggression,
self-reflection

Wrong

“Any interpretation is by definition wrong.” This
quote by one of the professors inmymusic psy-
chotherapy training keeps ringing in my head.
I remember myself, still in my bachelor years,
being impressed and feeling warned by these
words.
This statement was framed by psychoana-

lytical thoughts about transference and coun-
tertransference, but also by the explanation
that every person has a unique, personal and
time-bound reaction to music. It helped me to
realize, then and today, that my reactions and
opinions within and around music therapy –
no matter how many angles I try to consider
– never cover the whole picture. They might
only be a small part of it. It makes me feel
humble about my view about patients, their
sounds and music, their reaction and mine. At
the same time, it opens a wide playground for
interaction and dialogue.
“Music has no meaning” was another state-

ment. Maybe you can imagine the faces of the
group of future music therapists, fearing they
would study 5 years to end up with a meaning-
less profession. Perhaps you can also imagine
the relief, hearing the nuance: “Music has no

meaning in the way words do, as words are sig-
nifiers. There is no such thing as “a sad music”
or “a happy music”, that has the same effect
on all humans.”
These are only two thoughts, but they put

me on a track where I started balancing be-
tween being humble on the one hand and on
the other, attaching importance to my own
(counter)transference reactions while impro-
vising, listening, singing, talking and being silent.
Generalizing about music and its effect on peo-
ple – be it emotional, physical, rational – was
perceived by me as a mistake. The biggest
risk seemed to be facilitating a false self with a
client instead of searching for and reinforcing
the true self.
This balance is an ongoing process, and part

of my everyday work in a psychiatric hospital
for teenagers, young adults and adults. I will
come back to this topic in the reflection later
in this article.
Here, I describe how I, as a music therapist

with about 10 years of experience, slowly get
tangled in a (musical) relationship with Obi, a
member of one of the music therapy groups
I lead. A complex interplay of assumptions,
avoidance and group dynamics leads to in-
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tense countertransference feelings and reac-
tions, in which I as a therapist lose overview
and react to Obi from a tunnel vision. We fo-
cus on the elements that lead to the mistake
that has been made and on how the situation
evolves after the mistake. This brings us to
the reflection part that highlights the situation
from different angles.

Dynamics Unfolding

Obi

Obi gave me permission to write about parts
of her process as long as she would be
anonymized, which is the case in this article.
She is in her late twenties, finished high school
and found a job. Recently, she got her own
apartment, but is having great difficulties living
there alone. Obi has been diagnosed with OCD
and attends group music therapy twice a week
on a residential, psychoanalytically-oriented
ward of a psychiatric hospital. In this group, all
patients have medium to high intellectual and
verbal capacities. Obi’s explorative process is
combined with individual cognitive behavioural
therapy, focussing on her symptoms. She has
had a lot of treatments before, but none of
them offered sufficient and long-lasting results.
She expresses that she likes trying out in-

struments and using her voice, hoping to find
a way to openly express her emotions, not re-
ally knowing what they are. Where other group
members often feel inhibited to improvise, Obi
can easily make a start.
When Obi says she wants to “express her

own emotions”, the spontaneity is gone. All
actions she takes, are rationally directed. She
thinks first what the music should be like, in
what direction she wants it to go, and then she
tries to translate this into sounds. It seems as
if she has a framework in her head that she
needs to follow. When the sounds she makes,
or the music the group is playing, does not re-
flect her thoughts, she gets confused. When
singing songs, she likes to stand next to the
grand piano, singing loudly, high pitched and
often in a different key than the piano accompa-
niment. Regarding the tempo, as long as there
is a stable metre, the singing and the playing
are rather parallel, but as soon as there is a
slight change, or I make a musical mistake, we
get lost. I wonder if she notices this: does she

hear but not care, or doesn’t she hear it at all?
Is she aware of her musical presence or the
musical presence of someone else? Anyway,
for me, it feels unconnected.
It becomes clear to me that she is not used

to really relating to someone or something else.
It’s either about merging or about staying back.
Interactions in the group are rather functional
or seem uncomfortable: meeting social stan-
dards. When she talks to me, I sense a mixture
of Obi wanting to please and wanting to be
pleased. Later in the process, it became clear
that she expected others to read exactly what
she was longing for. Perhaps she is not able to
relate on a deeper level at this moment? Did
she ever separate?
Obi experiences people as only good or only

bad. I explicitly choose theword “experiencing”,
because Obi only talks in facts: “he is like this,
she is like that”. Being bad is perceived by her
as unbearable. At any point where someone
makes a comment about her, or even makes a
neutral observation, she is scared and is con-
vinced she did something terrible and unforgiv-
ably wrong. This always leads to a spectacular
increase of her obsessive-compulsive thoughts
and behaviour.

Playing?

In the group improvisations, a specific kind of
play appears and keeps coming back during
several weeks. It is very clear that, on the one
hand, she wants to play and sing her heart out
and have fun, but on the other, she’s tangled
up by lots and lots of unspoken and unwritten
rules in her mind. Underneath there is a lot
of aggression, felt by staff members and other
patients. Her compulsive behaviour is harmful
to herself on a physical level: her skin is bleed-
ing because of the rubbing, sometimes I see
her biting very hard on her teeth or squeezing
her fingers, and when she voices her thoughts
they are persistent and unstoppable. What
strikes me here is the strong correlation be-
tween this behaviour and some themes that
come up in different therapy sessions, how
quick this comes up, and how strong the reac-
tions are. This felt aggression is not recognised
by Obi herself. She considers all kinds of ag-
gression and anger as bad. She has always
been the good girl and wants to stay that way.
“I amnot an angry person.” “I don’t know anger.”
“There is no anger in me.”
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Musically, her sound can be described as
sharp, persistent and repetitive, going on for
a long time, even when all other members of
the group have already stopped playing. She is
between ’holding back’ and ’exploding’, which
makes it impossible for her to let the music
evolve, to let it flow or let it go. I guess because
the (effect of the) music and the playing itself
does not fulfil her desires and doesn’t suffi-
ciently meet her needs, she is not able to find
an ending herself. She does not accept that
the music stops before she gets any satisfac-
tion. There are a lot of accents in the music.
Sometimes, she changes instrument, rhythm
or metre, without taking the playing of others
into account. This leads sometimes to a rup-
ture in the improvisation. The same questions
with the singing come up again: is she aware
of what other people are playing or not? She
takes a lot of time and space, but there is never
any real interpersonal connection or shared
play. This provokes strong emotions in Obi, the
group members and me as music therapist.

Never enough: prelude to the/my mistake

Some group members withdraw, or even don’t
start playing at all when Obi suggests doing an
improvisation. Obi invites people to join but
as there is no reciprocity, there is not much
space for playing. The moment Obi starts play-
ing, she is very present in a non-attuned way.
When another group member is already play-
ing in a certain tempo ormovement, Obi jumps
in, not noticing (or not caring?) and she starts
playing in a completely different way, not con-
sciously noticing that the other people stop
playing when this happens, or that they ad-
just their play to her sounds to avoid complete,
ongoing chaos. Some group members get an-
noyed with the sounds, others are anxious,
but don’t say anything about this when Obi is
present. Fewer and fewer group members join
the improvisation with Obi.
As a music therapist, I have the feeling that

I’ve tried everything. Playing with her, giving her
space, going a bit away and coming back, join-
ing the accents, following her sudden changes,
… None of thesemusical interventions provoke
any kind of reaction. Obi keeps on doing what
she does. Only when I feed her energy, joining
her need for crescendo and exploring kinds of
musical “explosions”, she uses this food and

keeps on playing in the same way, only louder.
However, this kind of evolution is only tem-
porarily and stops at a certain level of energy,
as if the music reaches an invisible ceiling. It
is never enough and ending/stopping/quitting
the improvisation is distressing for Obi.
To end an improvisation, I try playing fewer

notes, doing a fade out, playing a clear cadenza
(sometimes really caricatured – how can some-
one NOT hear this???), making a full stop – she
keeps persisting and plays on, looking around
to group members, some of them fidgeting in
their chair. Sometimes, she stops after a while,
sometimes I do a verbal cut: we need to end
the session and/or I suggest some time for re-
flection. Obi stops playing, with an aggrieved
and disappointed look. She has no words, but
she nods immediately when I sharemy thought
that she could keep on playing.
I notice that I am actively searching for ways

to improvise with Obi, as it is never enough.
Looking back on this, I realize that I never
reached a state of reverie, I stayed in a state of
action.
I start to get annoyed with Obi. I feel used

and captured. I feel she waits for my accents or
energy; it seems to be a sign and confirmation
for her to play louder. I am curious where it
would lead: could the music reach a kind of
cathartic state? Could it bring Obi to a point
where she feels satisfied? Could her aggres-
sion become undisguised? For now, this does
not happen. The sharp and repetitive play
keeps on going, sometimes in a medium vol-
ume, sometimes louder. We play in the same
timeframe, but there is no togetherness.
I feel distressed about my position towards

other group members. Some are anxious, oth-
ers are frustrated, still another goes numb. I
pity this situation and I feel guilty about the
group when I “feed” Obi -not really knowing if
this is the food she needs- and seeing that it
leads to that much distress.
A strong countertransference reaction

arises within me, and I feel split by all the
reactions of the group members on Obi’s way
of playing.
Knowing by reports of former therapy and by

literally seeing how strongly she reacts to ver-
bal interventions towards her, these dynamics
are not openly described, mentioned or ques-
tioned by the music therapist. Also the group
members, who were at that time in general
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Figure 1

rather open for confrontation and discussion,
remained silent.

The therapist resists

Not again!

Up to that point, the pattern was always the
same: I evolved musically from playing with
and focussing on the group to playing with and
focussing on Obi. When playing with Obi, I felt
not only captured as a therapist, but I also felt
I was being pulled away from the group, which
caused me uneasiness, guilt and powerless-
ness and lead to hidden anger and aggression.
I really had to choose between the group and
Obi, but at the same time, I had no choice but
to choose Obi. Both her persistent playing and
her sharp eye contact made me “obey” her
wishes, but I also did not want or dare to leave
her alone. With some hesitation, I find myself
painting here the picture of a parasite on a
tree.
One day, I feel, once again, the passive ag-

gressive music coming up. Taking a picture of
the situation, Obi is literally between me and
the group. We share the piano, but don’t share
the music (see Figure 1).
This time, experiencing this big gap separat-

ing the group, I actively hold back from going
with Obi, staying musically away from what she
is playing. I can feel her pulling me, waiting for
me to join her, to feed her, but I resist. “Not

Figure 2

again.” A musical tug-of-war. I brace myself
in nearly a physical way. (See Figure 2) In the
improvisation itself I am aware of the fact that
I do not want to be dragged into her playing
but cannot/do not change this. In a way, I am
aware of the group, as if I want to prove both
for myself and for the group members that I
can resist the suction power of Obi. The re-
actions in the group, the anxiety, frustration
and numbness, activate a part of me to show
that the situation could evolve in another di-
rection. In the music itself, I am not connected
to anyone in the room, I can only hold on to
the piano and try to play something that is not
for Obi.
This holding back could have been a ther-

apeutic decision, like I had tried before: mu-
sically playing with distance. But, in this mo-
ment, it was nothingmore than a complex emo-
tional reaction from myself: not wanting to be
dragged into it once again, not wanting to leave
the group alone for another “as if” playing time
that “leads nowhere”. Honestly, I can see now
that I was also not playing with the group; all my
energy went into defensively drawing bound-
aries.

Puzzled and ashamed

Obi is very puzzled afterwards and, seeing her
like this, I come back to a reflective and mental-
ising state ofmind. I read loneliness or sadness
in her eyes. She clearly experienced something
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she did not understand, and I feel pity for her.
It is the first time that something deep inside
me resonates in contact with Obi. I am puzzled
too, and in this session, I don’t know how to
start to verbalize.
After the session I feel deeply ashamed to

have taken away a chance for therapeutic
growth from her, having left her alone and re-
sisting her musical question, not only by not
reaching out to her in this improvisation, but
also by avoiding earlier on to address this situa-
tion verbally. If she is really a parasite, I should
have known that a parasite needs a vivid or-
ganism to survive. I don’t understand how it
could have come so far. Now I was the one
acting passively aggressive.

Contact

The day after this session, I feel that some-
thing is changed within myself: I do not feel
so annoyed anymore, I have got in touch with
a strong sense of loneliness and helplessness
within Obi. I feel relieved and freer. Seeing her
the day before like that, I was deeply touched.
I could feel her pain and a new way to make
connection emerged.
I feel the urge for honesty, for breaking the

silence, and I start to communicate in a gentle
way, sharing some observations with her. It
is the first time I feel I can talk or dare to talk.
Moreover, andmore important, I ammore con-
nected to myself and experience that I can fully
relate to her, feeling the warmth and kindness
I recognize in my work in general. In this mo-
ment, I have the impression Obi tries to lis-
ten and capture what I am saying, also visually
checking my (re)action. She does not respond
with words, but nods. It is not necessarily a
confirming nod, but rather a nod as a sign she
can take it.

Conclusion

Reflection

Looking back on this part of the process, I
will summarize what might have been missed
opportunities on the level of the music,
(counter)transference and team. These reflec-
tions might be helpful to prevent similar reac-
tions in future situations. Mistakes are inher-
ent in therapeutic processes, but I strongly be-
lieve that we have the responsibility to reflect

about them, to avoid blind and motionless rep-
etition, like the seemingly endless repetition of
the way I was musically responding to Obi.

• First, I did not reflect enough on this mat-
ter with my team members or supervisor.
At the time this process started, there were
big organisational changes within the hos-
pital. There was a lot of distress about this
and there was not much mental space left
to discuss patient issues between therapy
sessions. There was no organised intervi-
sion and my own supervision was focused
on another part of my work. In this regard,
we can discuss what was the biggest mistake:
the way things evolved in the sessions or the
fact that they were not discussed in supervi-
sion. Harris (2022) describes the importance
of mistakes and enactments in a music psy-
chotherapeutic relationship, but at the other
hand, Miller (1997) warns not to project un-
solved themes or dynamics on the patient.
This is, and will always be, a tightrope walk.
Another suggestion that came up in a discus-
sion with a colleague in the writing process
of this article, was to frame the actions of
Obi in the autistic-contiguous mode of Og-
den (1989). Reading more about this mode
and the vulnerability it implies, offered me
a broader view on the situation and more
compassion to Obi.

• In a way, I underestimated the severity of
this dynamic. I knew how bad Obi’s OCD
reactions were and was (too) careful about
this, but I was not aware of how this could
come alive in interaction. Writing this down,
I can hardly believe how I overlooked it. Why
did this happen? The explanation can partly
be found in a cocktail of my own coping style
and transference reactions. I experienced
a strong helpless feeling when I saw Obi at
the beginning of her treatment being lost
in her obsessive-compulsive thoughts. This
clashed with how annoyed I became when
seeing Obi taking so much space away from
the group, seeing group members vanish
and being afraid of the sharp sounds while
avoiding any kind of confrontation with Obi.
A parallel process in letting Obi attend both
individual and group sessions might have
opened the opportunity to really see her
without being split by the responsibility for
both the group and Obi.
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• Clearly, my coping strategy in this situation
was avoidance. I was avoiding the confronta-
tion, and thus avoiding making mistakes. At
that time in the process, it felt wrong to me
to take the risk to confronting her, which
might trigger OCD reactions, hopelessness
and even suicidality. Not surprisingly, exactly
this style leads to mistakes... In both my per-
sonal process as in supervision, this theme
is brought up, and I need to keep paying at-
tention to this matter. At the same time, it
was not a coincidence that I was avoiding,
as Obi was avoiding too. Austin (2008) de-
scribes both the importance and the risk of
“the therapist’s hook”, an overlap of wounds
of both therapist and client, causing coun-
tertransference reactions. What surprises
me is that I forgot about one of my sources
of inspiration: working with the concept of
the shadow (Johnson, 1991). This shadow
work in particular - putting emphasis on the
importance of exploring and integrating split
off and unwanted parts - is normally a re-
source for me to not avoid.

• While improvising, but also now as I look
back on the process, I feel I used all musical
parameters I could to find connection with
Obi. What I overlooked was the possibility to
install structured play forms for the whole
group, so not clearly directed to Obi. Like
this, we would not always have done free im-
provisation. It could have been interesting to
observe what would have happened there,
whether the opportunity for another kind of
playing emerged, or whether differentiating
and verbalising might have helped. I guess
I was dragged too far into the situation to
find a kind of metaperspective, to take some
steps back and find a clearer view on the
situation.

• Coming back to my first thoughts about mak-
ing mistakes and the risk of facilitating a false
self instead of reinforcing the true self, I can
see that these thoughts installed in an un-
conscious way an imbalance in myself. I did
have conscious thoughts about not being
too direct to Obi, not in commenting and
not in giving advice, because she took ev-
erything directly in, trying to adjust to oth-
ers. Voicing that “student” part of myself: “I
have to avoid putting her in a new musical
framework, where she only takes over the
wishes of the therapist or the group. This

would mean she develops a new version of
a false self instead of finding a way to the
true self. I have to give her possibilities to
explore.” But this part of me, the avoiding
making mistakes as a therapist, was yelling
too hard in my ears. I left her alone for too
long in a no-man’s-land by staying so close
to my first impressions as a student. Also
here, I should take more time to reflect and
give myself the chance to restructure and
reframe my thoughts - to dare to confront
my certainties. While writing it is quite easy
to do so, but the challenge is to work this out
in a live-on-stage situation where there is a
group, group dynamics and lots of (counter)
transference.

Becoming

Obi had a long and difficult treatment. Some-
times the sharpness came back, sometimes I
felt captured again. Writing this article helped
me to keep on breathing and to stay with her
throughout her struggle. Perhaps this is my fi-
nal conclusion: I need to write more when pro-
cesses are getting tough. Writing takes time,
but it helps to get the picture clearer.
In the beginning of this music therapeutic

process, I followed Obi to the piano when she
went to the instrument. If I didn’t, she would
look at me, waiting for me to come and sit next
to her. A silent rule.
After the situation I described here, I started

to verbalise: “Do you want me to join you?”.
Sometimes I did not play the piano and told
her she could try out the whole range of the
piano, while I would accompany, for example,
on guitar.
I smiled the first time she asked me if I

wanted to join her. In that moment, the pres-
sure left the room and made space for some
shared experiences. We could relate to each
other in an open and playful way. A milestone,
a symbol of future opportunities and further
growth.

To Obi

Obi, you felt alone, different and strange for
such a long time. I wish you satisfying, joy-
ful and inspiring shared moments in your life.
Thank you!
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Seventy-six-year-old Rose was referred to me for music therapy with a diagnosis of residual
schizophrenia. Rose was very passive and only wanted to listen to French chansons. After two
years, I ended the therapy out of a belief that our music therapy sessions were not meaningful
for her. About a year later, I took on more work hours and Rose surprisingly returned to the
therapy room and requested to listen to music. I now realize that I was wrong to believe that
the absence of active participation indicated a lack of meaning. A receptive state is not a passive
state, and a relationship with a client can also be formed by listening to music together.

Keywords music therapy, clinical vignette, residual schizophrenia, therapeutic mistake

Rose’s case takes me back about a decade,
to my work as a music therapist at a hostel

for older adults with mental illness (OAMI). In
the following clinical vignette, I will share the
thoughts I had after writing and reflecting on
this case. A renewed contemplation has en-
abled me to delve deeper into the case and
understand that the mistake I made then was
a misperception of the significance of that ther-
apy.
I started working at the hostel after several

years of working with people with dementia,
so I had become well-acquainted with work-
ing with older adults, but less so with OAMI.
Most of the residents at the hostel were over
60 years old and had spent a large portion
of their lives hospitalized at psychiatric insti-
tutions. At the time, there was a change in
the approach to the mentally ill, which led to
a trend of integrating them in the community.
The rehabilitation field began to gain momen-
tum in Israel when the Rehabilitation Law was
passed in 2000. The aim of the Law was to
work on rehabilitating and integrating people
with mental illness in the community, to en-
able them to achieve the highest degree of
functional independence and quality of life as
possible, while maintaining their dignity in the
spirit of the Basic Law of Human Dignity and
Liberty. As part of the Rehabilitation Law, peo-

ple with mental illness were eligible to live at
a hostel—a rehabilitation setting for people
whose ability to function independently was
compromised by mental illness and who thus
required intensive assistance with activities of
daily living (Ministry of Health, 2023).
The hostel at which I worked housed around

40 individuals. Their physical needs were met
in a sheltered setting that was adapted to their
abilities. The residents participated in various
recreational activities at the hostel and were
free to go out alone, though most tended to
stay at the hostel throughout the day. I worked
at the hostel twice a week and joined a small
team that was very experienced in treating
OAMI. The team included a social worker, psy-
chiatrist, geriatrician, nurse, occupational su-
pervisor, and counselors, as well as the hostel
manager—a social worker who also supervised
me during that period. The hostel was a simple
place that did not have a lot of resources, but
it did have a therapeutic soul and a strong love
for the residents. The staff was very dedicated
to each and every resident and went above
and beyond to enable them to have a good
quality of life. Rose was referred to me for mu-
sic therapy after a weekly staff meeting. She
did not participate in group activities and the
staff thought that it was worth trying individual
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therapy to give her a space where she could
feel safe enough to develop a relationship.
I met Rose after she had been living at the

hostel for several years. She was then 76
years old, had been diagnosed with residual
schizophrenia, and had spent over 30 years
at a psychiatric hospital before moving to the
hostel. Negative symptoms among patients
with schizophrenia lead to social and cogni-
tive decline and are associated with a general
decline in quality of life (Pedersen et al., 2021).
Over time, patients with schizophrenia become
prone to flat affect, impairedmotivation, reduc-
tion in spontaneous speech, reduced feeling
of pleasure in the activities of daily living, so-
cial withdrawal, and difficulty being consistent
with activities (Goldstone, 2020). In addition to
negative primary symptoms that are directly
associated with the disease, there are also sec-
ondary negative symptoms that lead to its exac-
erbation; these are partly caused by increased
consumption of high doses of antipsychotic
drugs over the years and living in a psychiatric
institution for a prolonged period of time (Veer-
man et al., 2017).
Rose was a heavy smoker, like most of the

residents at the hostel. She was skinny and
quiet, tended to sit alone, holding her pack of
cigarettes, and did not participate in any social
activities. Even in the yard, she tended to sit
separately from the others and almost never
conversed with the residents or staffmembers.
The few words she spoke with other residents
were usually gruff outbursts such as “leave me
alone” or “get out of here” when they asked
her for a cigarette or money, and when staff
suggested she join a social activity, Rose gen-
erally replied “I don’t have the energy” or “not
coming.” She rarely initiated a conversation or
sat with another resident. Occasionally I saw
her sitting in the occupation room, doing em-
broidery. Because of her tendency to isolate, I
feared that Rose would resist partaking in mu-
sic therapy, but I hoped that because it was
not a group activity but rather an individual
session, she would agree to try. And indeed,
Rose accepted my invitation to go to the music
therapy room.
Themusic therapy roomwas on the top floor

of the building. The offices of the manager and
the social worker were at the entrance to the
floor, and in order to reach the room it was
necessary to choose the corridor that led to

the roof. There, tucked away from it all, was a
room that we dedicated to music therapy. The
room had rugs, an old sofa and armchairs, a
record player with records (an item that was an-
chored in the culture that the population was
familiar with), a CD stereo system (the popular
audio system at the time), an old keyboard that
was donated, a guitar, and several percussion
instruments that were bought with a small bud-
get we managed to raise. In the first decade of
the 21st Century, it looked like we had created
a 1970’s style room. The room was designed
as such due to the few items we had, but it
was inviting and pleasant. And indeed, the resi-
dents at the hostel loved the room. Rosewould
come for therapy once per week on a regular
basis, every Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. Right away, in
the first sessions, she asked to hear the music
she loved, French chansons, and mentioned a
few singers’ names. I prepared discs of Edith
Piaf, Charles Aznavour, Jacques Brel, and other
popular singers from that period. Rose would
sit in an armchair and look at me, and after
replying “fine” to my question of how she was
doing, she tended to say “play music”.
A meta-analysis of studies in the field found

that music therapy has a significant potential
to address negative symptoms such as social
withdrawal, impaired motivation and interest,
and a marked cognitive improvement mainly
among chronically ill people (Geretsegger et al.,
2017; Tseng et al., 2016; Veerman et al., 2017).
Therefore, my primary aim in therapy was to
forge a relationship with Rose and to give her a
sense of a safe space in the room. I also looked
for ways to expand her expressional range and
to create interaction through additional chan-
nels other than conversation, which, as men-
tioned, was very sparse and limited. For this,
I used a variety of tools I had at my disposal
as a music therapist. I tried to interest her in
playing the percussion instruments together, I
encouraged her to sing along to the songs that
played in the background, and I tried to spark
a conversation about the content of the songs
we heard. However, Rose avoided my sugges-
tions to play a percussion instrument, she did
not sing along, and when I tried to address
the content of songs she barely conversed and
gave perfunctory replies such as, “it’s a love
song”. I printed out the lyrics of the songs and
asked her to help me translate the words from
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French to Hebrew. She was barely agreeable,
and only translated a word here and there.
Despite not complying with my therapeutic

interventions, Rose continued to come to ther-
apy each and every week, without fail, and each
time to listen once again to chansons from the
collection of singers she selected during the
first session. She did not express any inter-
est in expanding the repertoire. When a song
ended, she said “Put another one on”. When
I attempted to elicit a response to the songs,
she mainly replied “it’s nice”.
In the sessions with Rose, I felt that I was

having a hard time overcoming the barrier of
disinterest and lack of cooperation with the
interventions I proposed. As time passed, I be-
gan to feel a sense of emptiness and boredom
in the sessions with her. Although I had expe-
rience with sessions of a repetitive nature in
my work with people with dementia, there was
a significant difference here. Whilst in therapy
with people with dementia the songs repeated
themselves and the client tended to sing the
same song over and over again, there was typ-
ically an active dynamic to the session: the
client would sing along with me (even if they
were only capable of singing a small portion of
the song), make eye contact, respond as much
as they could, and interact with me. With Rose,
I found myself listening to the same songs re-
peatedly, but without any singing along or eye
contact, and with the pervasive feeling that
there was no interaction between us.
In supervisionmeetings at that time, I tried to

understand what meaning this session held for
Rose. I shared my feelings that my presence
in the room was meaningless and that my role
was only to press PLAY. To a certain degree I
gave up trying to elicit an active response and
encourage Rose to engage, and I simply sat
with her and listened to music. And, believe it
or not, almost two years of sessions with Rose
passed in this manner.
After two years, I requested to work one day

less at the hostel due to academic commit-
ments. Consequently, I reorganized my sched-
ule and checked which treatments I could con-
clude. During a discussion with the profes-
sional staff, Rose’s name came up first. We
didn’t see a reason to continue with the ther-
apy: we couldn’t point to any change in her
behavior outside of the music therapy room
and I didn’t think that the sessions were mean-

ingful to her. I offered to prepare discs for Rose
so she could listen to the songs she loved in
her room. After all, that’s all we did during our
sessions together, so I did not see any need
to continue. I may have even felt a sense of
relief that the opportunity to end the therapy
had presented itself. When I told Rose that I
would no longer be working on Tuesdays and
therefore we would stop meeting, her only re-
ply was “fine, so be it.” In our final sessions I
tried to summarize our shared journey, I ad-
dressed the songs we listened to, and I offered
to prepare her discs so she could continue to
listen to the music she loved. Rose took the
discs, but in her characteristic style, she did not
say much. Our final session ended in a similar
manner to all of our other sessions.
Throughout the next year, I continued to

work at the hostel one day a week, and I would
greet Rose whenever I saw her. She would
greet me back. When I asked whether she lis-
tened to the discs, she would simply say “no,”
and nothing more. These chance encounters
reinforced my feeling that Rose did not ascribe
any special importance to the music, and I felt
that I had made the right decision to conclude
the music therapy sessions with her.
One year later, I took on more hours at the

hostel and resumed my work on Tuesdays.
Once again, I sat with the manager of the hos-
tel and the professional staff to decide which
residents were eligible for music therapy. I
gathered information from the social worker
and the recreational supervisor, and I sat down
to reorganize my schedule. On the first Tues-
day I returned to the hostel, while sitting in the
music therapy room with my papers and lists,
Rose entered the room at 5:00 p.m. I was very
surprised she had come; a year had passed
since our last therapy session, and it was clear
that we had concluded the therapy back then.
Despite this, Rose came in and sat down. I
asked her what made her come today and she
replied, “You weren’t here, so I didn’t come.” I
felt somewhat embarrassed, at that moment I
thought that she had not understood me, had
not realized that we had finished the therapy.
Therapy had already ended as far as I was con-
cerned, even though I had not completely man-
aged to understand what had transpired dur-
ing it, and suddenly she was back and settling
into the room. I tried to explain that we had
actually concluded the therapy and we were
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not supposed to continue, and Rose replied,
“You’re here, I’m alive, play music”.

In the supervision meeting with the hostel
manager that week, we discussed Rose. We
discussed whether resuming therapy with her
was the right thing from a schedule aspect, and
whether there were no other residents who
were in greater need of therapy at that stage.
However, I realized that there was something
very powerful and clear in those few words
that Rose vocalized and in her physical pres-
ence back in the armchair in the music therapy
room. Rose, a seemingly passive woman, got
up and did something so different to how I had
perceived her. It was clear to me that Rose
demanded her place back, the sessions, the
music. I realized that we were resuming our
sessions every Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. In retro-
spect, I contemplate that period, and through
my own reflection and writing I can re-process
and gain a more in-depth understanding of
what happened there and the therapeutic mis-
take I made. From my perspective then as
a therapist, I did not attempt to understand
Rose’s perspective, but rather acted out of my
own beliefs and perceptions, and therefore I
missed important things in understanding our
relationship.
Approaches in music therapy make a dis-

tinction between active doing, a state where
the client is invited to play or sing and partici-
pate in musical activities such as improvisation
and songwriting, and a receptive state, where
the client listens to recorded music or music
played by the therapist, which was selected
by the client or the therapist (Geresegger et
al., 2017). I now realize that I made a mistake
when I viewed the therapy from the perspec-
tive of the music therapist, who expects the
client’s active participation. I believed that if
there was no active participation in the music
therapy room - if Rose did not sing, did not
play an instrument, did not converse, and just
sat and listened to music - there was no real
importance to the therapeutic session and it
could be replaced with preparing discs for her
so she could listen to them in her free time. In
hindsight, I understand how narrow and super-
ficial this perspective was, and how significant
it is to listen to the client’s preferred music to-
gether during the session, even when the client
is in a receptive state. I also understand that a
receptive state is not a passive state at all, and

through the shared experience of listening to
music together, the connection is forged. This
was Rose’s way of enabling a relationship with
me, and this was apparently what was the right
thing for her at the time. Moreover, the de-
gree of cooperation and perseverance in mu-
sic therapy among patients with schizophrenia
who have a history of numerous hospitaliza-
tions is lower than among patients with fewer
previous hospitalizations (Tseng et al., 2016);
despite this, Rose, who had previously been
hospitalized for a number of years, came to our
sessions consistently. Now I also understand
that her perseverance could be perceived as
success of the therapy in its own right—some-
thing to which I did not ascribe any importance
at the time.
Since that day, we met every Tuesday at 5

p.m. until Rose passed away several months
later. When Rose died, I thought to myself how
important it was that I had not rejected her
when she showed up for our sessions the sec-
ond time around. Rose understood something
that I had not, and thanks to her intuitive un-
derstanding, I was able to rectify the clinical
mistake I made when I tried to end the ther-
apy, in the belief that it was not meaningful.
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This article reflects my experience facilitating an online music group session with six young
autistic women in Indonesia. A participant linked her inclination to talk to what she enjoyed the
most from the sessions. As her comment struck me, I pondered upon my music therapy training
background and worldview that might have shaped my expectations of the sessions. What I
initially perceived as a “mistake” turned into a learning. Defining and redefining the definition
and role of music in the shared space should be allowed and nurtured in whichever shape and
trajectory contextually fits the experiencer.

Keywords autistic women, music group, online, reflection, talking

“I guess I just liked the part where you
just talk about the lyrics, I guess I just like
talking when it comes with other people,
but when it comes to music, I just like to
listen to it alone. Because I just like the
nature of like having a topic be estab-
lished and just talk around it.” (Lala)

This extract was taken from a focus group
discussion with a group of young autistic In-
donesian women, and in which Lala was a par-
ticipant. This focus group was part of my PhD
research project. As the project took place
during the COVID-19 pandemic where social
distancing and international travel restrictions
were imposed, I conducted the sessions via
Zoom. Having been informed by the scarce
literature on music therapy and autistic adults
(e.g., Ee et al., 2019; Mazurek, 2014), my qualita-
tive inquiry explored the young autistic Indone-
sian adults’ experiences of an online music
group. As recent autism literature highlighted
the social isolation and loneliness experienced
by autistic people, I embarked on the project
with a focus on the members’ social connect-
edness within the online music group sessions.
I recruited the participants through social me-
dia, schools, communities, and local networks.

Six young autistic women volunteered to par-
ticipate in 12 weekly group sessions. I felt un-
easy when I first heard Lala’s statement about
what she really enjoyed in the sessions. I could
sense my disappointment in realising that not
everyone in the group was equally inclined to
engage in the musical experiences, leading to
wondering if I had made mistakes in facilitat-
ing the sessions and if so, what these mistakes
were.
I later considered that my uneasiness may

have been provoked by an assumption that
the group members would develop connec-
tions through their collective enjoyment of
making music together. Therefore, the mem-
bers’ shared level of engagement and joy dur-
ing the musical experiences would be essential
in achieving this outcome. At the same time,
I recalled Thompson and Elefant’s (2019) re-
flections on working with highly verbal neuro-
diverse participants, where they suggested the
potential roles of music in fostering relation-
ships despite the client’s seeming inclination
to talk rather than engage in music.
As a music therapist, I have always been in-

trigued by the discourse around the role of
music in or as therapy. Although I firmly be-
lieve both could work in different situations,
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hearing immediately from the participant them-
selves about the supplementary role of mu-
sic was a new experience. Lala was the first
participant who explicitly confessed that she
would rather experience music individually. I
suppose my music therapist identity has built
upon the concept of nurturing therapeutic re-
lationships through musical interaction. As a
“good enough” music therapist, I have held the
responsibility to create and nurture this inter-
action by utilising various musical experiences
in the sessions.
I then recalled the questions I had asked par-

ticipants at the beginning of the project before
commencing the group sessions. Some partici-
pants revealed right from the start that the mu-
sical experiences being offered were not their
primary reason for joining the group. On differ-
ent occasions, participants also conveyed fur-
thermeanings of musical sharing. Even though
the themes that emerged varied, some emi-
nent ones included: “a way to express emo-
tions” and “prompts people to connect.” I con-
sidered that the roles of musical sharing in the
group, therefore, take forms in different lay-
ers, from the intrapersonal to interpersonal
processes, embodied in the participants’ re-
sponses towards different experiences, includ-
ing musical and verbal sharing. While not ev-
eryone in the group enjoyed the groupmusical
experiences, or they preferred to engage with
music individually, they collectively valued the
role of shared music in supporting the devel-
opment of connections.
There are diverse understandings of autism

in Indonesia due to traditional and religious
beliefs (Riany et al., 2016). While Indonesian
women are often expected to fulfill their tradi-
tional roles, they proved to demonstrate their
agency for social change (Rinaldo, 2013). In
this online music group, these six women dis-
played their actions supporting each other as
sharing their music and life stories became
prominent during the co-designed sessions.
Due to most participants’ experiences of being
misunderstood in the past and their common
experience of hierarchical society in Indonesia,
I find it crucial for the participants to feel em-
powered to communicate their opinions. I was
delighted to discover some value in themusical
experience despite the differing musical pref-
erences among the participants. Despite Lala’s
carefulness in expressing her preference, her

honest confession may have indicated her ex-
pression of autistic culture and the developing
sense of trust between us. Therefore, acknowl-
edging their preference to talk as a resource in
the session may allow them to create a mean-
ingful experience, either immediately within or
extending from the musical experiences.
Autistic people, especially women, are often

underrepresented in research studies. In In-
donesia, autistic people’s voices are still domi-
nated by parents and professionals. Through
this “hidden” online platform, I attempted to
empower them to raise their voices. How-
ever, despite my attempt to facilitate the ses-
sion with a resource-oriented approach and
alignment with the neurodiversity spirit (Singer,
1999, 2016), my focus on the outcome of the
group sessions was often influenced by my
assumptions drawn from music therapy and
psychology theories learnt in my training. In-
stead of listening to and understanding what
they really needed, I tended to anticipate out-
comes often described in the music therapy
literature, particularly in the settings wheremu-
sic was centred. By doing so, I had overlooked
my participants’ needs and strengths. Reflect-
ing onmy personal reaction towards the group
dynamics and acknowledging my participants’
culture, strengths and preferences could be-
come a first step toward an empowering and
anti-oppressive practice (Baines, 2013, 2021).
Indonesia was a Dutch colony for 350 years.

Upon writing this reflection, I was appalled to
realise how the residue of colonisation slipped
into the way I introduced the music therapy
profession in the country and positioned my-
self in this project. As opposed to arriving to
this collaborative space with an open mind,
I was unconsciously holding my preconcep-
tion of music and its definition, its role and
place in this group space. As a Western clas-
sically trained musician, I had positioned dif-
ferent musical experiences in hierarchy and
meaning based onmy own experiences of privi-
lege. I had unconsciously envisaged that music
needed to be present in a physical form whose
presence was required by the group to hold
and to thrive.
Lala’s desire for talking was rarely opportune

in her life but within this lay the potential for
growth of authenticity: “I myself have the po-
tential to be talkative. I want to be chatty but
don’t seem to knowwhat to say, what is the pre-
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cise word.” This expressed desire reminds me
of the anti-oppressive practice I had aimed for
during the conception of my project and how
music should not be imposed into the session.
Instead, it should be allowed to take different
shapes in this realm. In my learning, that was
where the collaborative elements shone, not
only in co-designing the session format and
musical experiences, but also in defining and
redefining the definition and role of music in
the shared space. These definitions could be
either old or new, individual or collective, yet
should be meaningful for each individual to
hold and apply in their lives beyond this online
music group. It should be introduced and nur-
tured, yet allowed to grow in whichever shape
and trajectory that contextually fits the experi-
encer.
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In this piece, I will explore a mistake I made by randomly handing a progress note to a parent
at the end of a music therapy session, while overlooking the power imbalances embedded
in such an act. I will share a clinical vignette involving Xavier1, the father of a little girl named
Blossom, who was only 10 months old, had many physical challenges, had severely impaired
eyesight, and at the time could only sparsely respond to her loving environment. I will begin by
describing a moment in the session when the father expressed his frustration from not being
able to understand my handwriting in the progress note handed to him. Then, I will explore
the unattended, underlying cultural and relational gaps in therapy that were captured in the
virtually unnoticed gesture of handing a parent a scribbled progress note. Finally, I will examine
the therapeutic requests expressed in such an important critique, which I failed to acknowledge
as the family’s therapist, focusing on aspects relating specifically to music therapy.

Keywords music therapy, progress notes, early intervention, power imbalances, parent

Background

Blossom2 was a 10-month-old infant, who ex-
perienced many complications at birth. At the
time, she was still going through many medi-
cal interventions and examinations, in search
of an accurate diagnosis for her. The doctors
were convinced she had poor eyesight (though
they were not sure about its severity). The
little girl also suffered from issues in her diges-
tive system and from hypotonia. As a result, B
spent most of her time lying down, with very
little gross motor movement. It was difficult to
know what the level of her awareness was, as
in addition to her physical restrictions, she was
heavily medicated with the treatment of her
digestive complications. Due to her physical

1All names were changed for confidentiality. The family has
consented to share this story.

2For space considerations I will refer to Blossom as “B” from
now onwards.

symptoms, B was referred to Early Intervention
(EI) once released from the hospital after birth.
In addition to meeting with a social worker who
served as the family’s service coordinator, and
with a physical therapist, B was assigned to
weekly home visits of music therapy (MT), con-
ducted by me.
The following vignette occurred about three

months after the author started meeting with
B. The therapeutic process unfolded gradually,
as the family and therapist were slowly learn-
ing to pinpoint the fragile and delicate signs
of liveliness and communication expressed by
B. Occasionally, B would be in a deep sleep-
ing state upon the therapist’s arrival, and the
child’s mother and the therapist would use the
time to expand their acquaintance. However,
several times, B was awake and surprised them
with new head movements and emerging con-
trolled hand maneuvering.
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The Clinical Vignette

When arriving at B’s house, I was surprised
and pleased to see the child’s father, Xavier,
at the entrance, as it was usually the mother
who greeted me at the door and joined my
sessions with B. B’s father was friendly and
straightforward and expressed his excitement
about participating in the session for the first
time. Luckily, B was awake, and I had an oppor-
tunity to try to engage with her musically. After
chatting a little with Xavier, I quickly invited him
to sit with her on the floor, close to B, and to
join the songs as much as he felt comfortable.
We slowly moved from the hello song to addi-
tional songs which required Xavier’s engage-
ment (e.g., swinging the chimes above B’s head,
moving her body parts according to the song
or lifting her up). This was very new to him, but
he was open to the musical experiences and
curious to hear my perspectives regarding B’s
level of consciousness and participation.
By the end of the session, following the EI’s

protocol, I filled in the session’s progress note
and handed it over to B’s father. Xavier took
the piece of paper, stared at it, and cried out:
“You write like a doctor! I can’t understand your
handwriting!”. At that very moment, I realized
the child’s father was signaling something of
great importance. Not only could he not un-
derstand his pre-verbal child, but he was also
sitting in a room with a woman with whom he
did not share the same mother tongue or cul-
ture (at first sight Xavier had asked me about
my country of origin, Israel, raising the multi-
cultural component of our encounter). He was
now obliged to interpret the therapist’s enig-
matic handwriting in order to get a clue about
what had happened in the session and how he
might opt to approach his daughter in the up-
coming week. This situation made me carefully
ponder the different meanings embedded in
the act of sharing progress notes with parents
and their possible role within the therapeutic
encounter.

Discussion

In the settings of the EI described above, ther-
apy progress notes were used to communi-
cate to caretakers the goals and objectives
attended to in the session as well as to sup-
port them in their management of their child’s

behaviors between sessions. Progress notes
have rarely been the focus of research in ther-
apy settings. However several studies have
approached this issue, for example, Romani et
al. (2023) researched the impact of different
types of training on the efficacy and quality of
progress notes in a psychiatric inpatient unit.
In this sense, progress notes can be closely
linked to parents’ (and staff members’) percep-
tions of the impact and influence of treatment
for the child, as they capture and validate es-
sential aspects of the session. Furthermore,
progress notes become a means of deepen-
ing the therapeutic relationship between the
parents and therapist, and support parents in
gaining more authority over therapy goals and
outcomes.
The significance of parents’ perspectives has

been highlighted in different therapeutic set-
tings, for example, in the medical environment
(Chifa et al. 2021; Inhestern et al., 2020),
in trauma-focused treatment (Salloum et al.,
2015), and also within the music therapy con-
text (Epstein et al., 2022; Hadar et al., 2023;
Kobus et al., 2021). In comparing between mu-
sic groups led by flute versus singing, Hadar et
al. (2023) emphasized the impact of parents’
interpretation of their experience of participat-
ing in a certain music group with their infant,
on their musical activities at home. Epstein et
al. (2022) who studied parents’ post hoc (i.e.,
when discharged from hospital) perceptions
of music therapy sessions held with their baby
in NICU (Neonatal Intensive Care Unit), high-
lighted parents’ increased sense of parental
and musical agency due to their participation
in MT during their stay at NICU and argued
for the potential of music therapy in support-
ing families of pre-term infants also when cop-
ing with post-hospitalization challenges. Both
studies emphasized parents’ unique and price-
less points of view, as well as their central role
as mediators of change in their child’s therapy.
The vignette described here captures a mul-

tilayered yet unfulfilled moment (see Figure
1) in which the therapist missed an oppor-
tunity with the parent to communicate sev-
eral aspects of the music therapy experience.
These aspects related to therapy, to the parent-
child relationship as well as therapist-caretaker
relationship, and to the musical experience
per-se. The progress note, in this case, could
have been utilized to convey and contain the
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Figure 1 Layers of Meaning Embedded in Progress Notes

non-verbal behaviors as experienced by the
therapist. In addition, in acknowledgement of
the existing cultural and lingual gaps between
therapist and parent, the progress note might
have been used to establish common lingual
grounds (e.g., Hadar, 2022), and for co-creating
a shared language when discussing B. Such
an approach could be modeled later within
the couple’s dyadic system (i.e., between B’s
parents), when talking about their daughter
and pondering on her needs together. In her
exploration of working as a music therapist
with clients of various cultural backgrounds,
and as an immigrant music therapist herself,
Hadar (2022) reflected on a clinical moment
when a plural-lingual approach facilitated the
creation of a shared language between the
therapist, the mother and her autistic child -
perhaps a moment of shared “musilanguage”
(Van Puyvelde & Franco, 2015). Whereas the
nuanced attention to the lingual and musical
gaps existing between the parent and thera-
pist facilitated the emergence of a shared ex-

perience (Hadar, 2022), the lack of attention to
such ephemeral qualities led to a very different
moment, described in this piece. Inviting the
parent to co-create the progress note, (e.g., by
reading aloud while writing and inviting them
to add their perspectives, rather than hand-
ing a completed, enigmatic note), could have
served to establish a more equal relation be-
tween parent and therapist and to promote
the parents’ sense of ability and agency while
raising a child who is coping with such severe
symptoms.
Furthermore, the essence of progress notes

relates to issues of reflection and translation:
translating to parents’ possible meanings in
therapy; reflecting with parents on their own
thoughts and feelings, as well as sharing the
therapist’s thoughts and feelings concerning
the session; and translating parents’ and ther-
apists’ visions into operative goals and objec-
tives. In a music therapy setting, this process
is further complicated by the need to reflect
on the music created in the room and to ex-
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tract meaning from it. Being a temporal phe-
nomenon, one cannot return to the musical
moment once ended (unless it is recorded).
This makes the musical moment difficult to
capture for the therapist alone and even more
challenging to reflect on, in a way that will be
sensitive to the parents’ musical experience
and knowledge. This intricate process of inte-
grating meanings in different languages (i.e.,
music and verbal language) is a core compo-
nent of music therapy practice (Lindbald, 2016;
Perilli, 2017; Turry, 2009). Shifting between the
language of music and verbal languages is at
the heart of the music therapy process, regard-
less of when the progress notes are written,
and marks one of the unique possibilities em-
bedded in music therapy. However, the mo-
ment when the therapist is consolidating var-
ious layers of meaning experienced by them-
selves and the clients in the session into words
and printing them on paper is a beautiful op-
portunity to exercise and acknowledge this del-
icate movement in music therapy: the move-
ment between sounds and words, between
experience and reflection (Perilli, 2017).
The moment when a musical experience

reaches the conscious mind and is being re-
flected upon is a unique moment when dif-
ferent inner contents might emerge (Lindbald,
2016; Perilli, 2017). Focusing on the meaning
of verbal narratives in Guided Imagery Music
therapy (GIM), Perilli (2017) emphasized how
verbal processing bridges somatic and sen-
sory experiences into conscious knowledge
and supports clients in interpreting their mu-
sical (and non-musical) experiences in both
altered and ordinary states of consciousness,
(i.e., both in the here and now moment of ex-
perience, as well as a few days later). Perilli’s
distinction between themoment of experience
and the reflective moment is comparable to
the difference between reflecting on a musical
interaction in the moment versus reflecting on
it in the progress note at the end of a session.
In this respect, writing a progress note through
co-creating, co-reflecting and co-translating dif-
ferent musical moments together with families
might sharpen the music therapists’ attention
to such reflective process in a broader sense.
The significance of progress notes in music
therapy therefore lies not only in their role as
a means of communication and sharing with
parents, but also in their capacity to emphasize

the delicate and reflective processes inherent
to music therapy practice, which involves the
art of translating music into words.

Conclusions

This paper aimed to dissect the potential mean-
ings of progress notes in music therapy set-
tings, and to identify the opportunities missed
when such hidden potential is under-evaluated.
Ultimately, this piece highlighted the vast po-
tential of progress notes in supporting the del-
icate movement between sound and words,
and between experiential and reflective levels
in music therapy practice. It is hoped that this
vignette will entice further examination of dif-
ferent gestures and behaviors within the thera-
peutic encounter, which hold great significance
for the therapeutic relationship and for ther-
apy success altogether, but which occasionally
remain unnoticed.
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